NEW FEATURES THIS WEEK
Three new features appear in TIGER this week
and will remain herein during the weeks to come.
"Disc-o-pation" by Fred Hoover, "In the Collegiate
Fashion" by Russ Campbell and a college society
column by Bill Nettles make their initial appearance.
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Undefeated Tigers To Try For Fifth Victory
At Big Thursday Game With Carolina Gamecocks
By RICHARD SHICK
TIGER Sports Editor
Clemson's undefeated Tigers, bidding for their fifth
consecutive victory in the toughest game of the season as
proven by past heartbreakers, will pit their brains and
brawn against equally strong rival Carolina in the 56th
annual Big Thursday Game.
As far as the Tigers and Roosters are concerned this
is the game they have been waiting for
since the opening of the season—for no
other game can match the rivalry between these two schools.
Good parson Gator Farr will bury a
bird that undoubtedly will be more flimsy than the one that the Bengals will be
trying to bury on Carolina's field. Never
in the history of the game has there been
DIXON
a dull, unexciting moment—from the opening kickoff to
the sound of the final gun there will be action and spirit
unwitnessed at no other football stadium.
The series thus far stands 32-20-3 in favor of Clemson,
with the Tigers plucking the feathers from that rooster
for the past three years—white-washing them the past
two. In the words of Coach Howard, Geasy knows about
as much about IPTAY as he knows about crossing the
Tiger goal line, NOTHING."
In pre-season polls several writers picked South Caro-
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lina to upset Clemson. Thus far this season the Gamecocks have not been rated in the top twenty, while Clemson is currently rated 10th in the nation.
Head Gamecock Warren Giese in his third year at
USC has under his command one of the deepest and well
balanced teams to come out of the state capitol in years.
In last week's 6-0 loss to North Carolina
they used 37 men—five quarterbacks and
three at every other position.
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Ralph i^artene, billed by"""f)own Beat" as America's number one dance band lead:,iwill s£t ;he/atmosphere before club sponsors parade in front of judges-at Homeing Ball Oct. 31.
Clemson's homecoming queen and her court of Taps beauties will be selected
frdm orgmization sponsors at ttte first of two dances which feature Marterie and his
orchestra) in their second campus appearan ce in four years.

By BIL L HILL
TIGER News Editor
Once again "Gator" Farr will /e*h*rji to^^lemson to bury, as he calls it, "trV^damn
chicken."
The annual funeral services will be held next Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the colle
phitheater with the cremation of the condemned fowl held immediately after I:
vacant lot across from the Field House. A "funeral procession" will accompany
r
fin containing a replica of the South Carolina "Gamecock" to the vacant lo^ Here a
bonfire will be lit and the "frying" will begin.
Frank B. "Gator" Farr, who
will lead the services, graduated
from Clemson in 1930. During his
four years at Clemson he was an
outstanding member of the stu>
dent body, a cheerleader and the
organizer and leader of the first
Senior Platoon. During his Sen
ior year "Gator" was named as
Colonel of the Cadet Corps,
which was the highest position
on campus of a then all Military Clemson.
He returned to Clemson in
1941 and 1942 where he served
as an instructor on the Clemson
military staff. Before leaving the
service he attained the rank of
Major. Now in teaching at
Groveland, Florida, he returns
each year to perform the last
rites for "that cocky-doodle-do."
Tony Vickers, head cheerleader, said early this week
that "Gator" will arrive on
Campus next Tuesday, possibly in time for lunch with the
troops.
Tony also said, "The Big
Thursday pep rally is one occasion no student, or anyone in the
area for that matter, will want
to miss."
He emphasized the role that
the freshmen will play in the
rally. "All freshmen will come
to the rally with their faces
painted. This painting will be
done by upperclassmen prior to
or immediately after supper that
night.
The freshmen will have to
supply their own paint. I want
to remind them (the freshmen)
that when Tiger Rag is played
they have to run to the flag-

pole and get some paint from
it."
When asked about the beating
of the drum before holidays, he
gave the following answer.
"Freshmen will again, as tradition dictates, beat the drum 24
hours prior to the State Fair
Holidays. They will begin at
12:00 noon Tuesday and go until
12:00 noon on Wednesday."
Tony also reminded freshmen
and upperclassmen of the neces
sity of defending the campus
from any raids by our "good
friends from Columbia."
A crowd of some 6,000 is expected to be on hand next Tuesday to hear "Gator" as he delivers his famous sermon. His
text will in all likelihood be
taken from the "ladies undergarment section of the latest edition of the Sears-Roebuck catalog."
The effigy of the Carolina
Gamecock will be carried in a
coffin which is a trophy "borrowed" from Boston College
after Clemson defeated them
in the 1940 Cotton Bowl.
To miss the Big Thursday pep
rally and the last rites of the
"defunct chicken" by Gator Farr
is to miss one of the true and
living traditions of Clemson.

Daffinitions
After-Dinner Speaking — An
occupation monopolized
by
men — women can't wait that
long.

AN OPEN LETTER
The Student Assembly
Clemson College
Clemson, S. C.
October 13, 1958

Fellow Students:
As you have probably heard, an unfortunate accident occured in the dining hall last week: a student was pushed through one
of the glass doors and received several bad cuts.
To prevent further misdemeanors such as this, the Student
Assembly, which is the legislative branch of Clemson student
government, has appointed a special committee of two freshmen,
two sophomores, two juniors and two seniors.
This committee will draw up a set of rules to govern student
conduct in the dining room. Copies of these rules will be distributed to the students. It is proposed that disobedience of these
rules will be senior council offenses.
Let's "stick together" and remedy this situation before something more serious happens.
Respectfully yours,
Ronnie Crow
Speaker of
Student Assembly

display Policies
Homecomjjifl
ren By Cooper

SludenMtequeslei
To Turvfln Ticl
Not W Be Usec
RONNIE SL1TE
GER Staff Writer
cClellan, assistant busilager of athletic departnas requested any student
H^e Carolina
up for a
ticket to tur^ his receipt as
he may be deprrvr^ some other
student from taking a date to
the game.
Mr. McClellan said this request
was made due to the fact that
in the past several students have
made it a practice to sign for a
ticket and never call for it.
Only seniors received a receipt for a date ticket upon
signing for their own ticket.
The junior, sophomore and
freshman classes will be notified today as to the distribution of the remaining date
tickets which each of their
classes will receive. It is believed that everyone who
wants a date ticket will receive one, since there were ever
300 extra tickets last year, Mr.
McClellan said.
Anyone who has signed up for
a date ticket and can not use it
will be able to turn in their stub
and receive a refund as late as
next Wednesday morning. Also
anyone who has signed for a
ticket and can not attend the
game is urged to turn in their
stub so that more students will
have the opportunity to take
dates.
Tickets may be picked up at
gate nine at Carolina Stadium
Thursday morning starting at
10 a.m.- Students will get in
the proper line according to
their class. If an upperclassman wishes to sit with a lower class student, he must get
in the line designated for the
lower class student.
Each student must present his
ID card along with his ticket
receipt and his date ticket receipt in order to receive a ticket.
Students will sit in sections 39-42
which extend from the 5-45 yard
lines. The tickets will be given
out on a first-come, first-served
basis by classes.
Again, emphasized Mr. Mc(Continued on Page 4)

By LEE CLjYBURN
TIGEJ^T^sistant News Editor
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"Gator" Farr will preS
■KPCamecock funeral Tuesday
night before an expccl^
JMrowd of students and sightseers.
The funeral which is climaxeoby the cremation of Preacher Farr's
"damn chicken" in the parking area near the field house has become as much a part of the Carolina game as the game itself, according to Head Cheerleader Tony Vickers.

Blue Key Dance Will
Be Held In Columbia
The annual Clemson-Carolina
Blue Key dance will be held Oct.
22 at the Wade Hampton Hotel
Ballroom in Columbia.
The event will be the initial
kick-off for festivities in conjunc-

Doctor Brewster
Found Dead In
His Apartment
Dr. J. P. Brewster, 43-yearold professor of mathematics,
was found dead around 11:30
a.m. last Tuesday of apparently
self-inflicted knife wounds, according to Pickens County
Coroner Clement Smith.
Clemson House manager Fred
Zink going into Dr. Brewster's
apartment at Math Department's request after the professor had failed to meet his
Tuesday morning classes, found
the body, Mr. Smith related.
Coroner Smith will convene
an inquest within a few days.
Dr. Brewster, a full professor,
came to Clemson in 1940 after
receiving his A.B. and MA. degrees from Duke University in
1935 and 1939 respectively. He
received a Ph. D. in mathematics from the same institution
in 1952.
He was native of Newnan,
Ga., and worked for Lockheed
Aircraft Company of Atlanta
during the summer months.

tion with "Big Thursday." Featuring the nationally known Gladiolas, The Blue Key dance will be
held from 9 p. m. until 1 a. m.
In order to take full advantage
of the dance, Carolina has declared Wednesday night closed to any
other fraternity or organizations
functions.
Tickets are now on gale at two
dollars per couple and may be
obtained from any Blue Key member, according to Blue Key president Norman Welborn.
The Gladiolas have appeared at
Clemson for the Military Ball and
this year's. Rat Hop. They are also yearly favorites of many other
colleges and universities through
the Carolinas.
Noted for their hit record "Little Darlin'," they have won the
approval of audiences with such
favorite hits as "Sweetheart
Please Don't Go," and "Run Little Joe."
The Blue Key dance is an annual affair jointly sponsored by
the Clemson and Carolina chapters of the national honorary leadership fraternity in order to promote a spirit of wholesome rivalry and competition between the
two schools.
Clemson has a limited number
ot tickets and students are urged
to contact Blue Key members as
soon as possible.
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Ppliqy ^^ncerning "Bomei
displays by\tudents^sSanizafioris
been'deeicleck
.• ,
recent, interview. Roy C»opr
r, director o:
lubs which intend to put
up a Homecoming display should
come by the Student Affairs Office
as soon as possible and sign up for
the spot on campus at which they
wish to put their display. We have
a list of the best spots, and they
will be given out on a first-come
first-served basis.
According to Mr. Cooper judging will be held on the morning of
hemecoming. The prizes, which
are given by the Alumni Associa^
tion, are $35 first prize, $25 second
prize and $20 third prize.
Displays last year ranged from
a space rocket with a "Turpnik"
attached, to a giant Tiger some
ten feet tall. Mr. Cooper said he
hoped the student organizations
take great interest in this project
and really go all out to dress up
the campus for Homecoming.

Clubs who wish to sponsor a
cajtf^ate for homecoming queen
gin mabji?g their entries
ponsOT for an organizameet certain qualifie method or meth;lon need not be
adhered to. Ray GriffIk Boll Erwin urge every orgalBraaon-Vo exert every means
to s/ec£fenlrttractive young lady
wJftip ttikclub members will be
Officers for the new freshman
roud .to JVveVepresent therj)^ class were elected last Tuesday
a second ballot, the first havE*^rrfspinsorWust meeythe ingVlected only Nancy Bonnetle
•lollowm&siW £ti]
as sastetary.
jididateSjiusi. b\^aaSng
Jill Schachte, Arts and Scie gpii»gwwag*c1ul
ence major from Charleston,
or organization for the hWiedefeated Joe Hughes with 233
coming weekend; the club
votes out of a possible 414
beauty must be present in the
college dining hall Oct. 31, votes cast for president.
at 9:30 p.m. for the judging;
See Picture on Page 8
the contestants must be present at the Wake Forest-ClemDefeating Wade Winchester by
son football game; the sponson will have her picture made 104 votes, the largest margin of
Saturday morning; wives of defeat, Oscar Calhoun, Electriclub members will not be eligi- cal Engineering ^tudent from
ble since they are potential Rock Hill, was elected to the ofcandidates in the Mrs. Taps fice of vice-president.
contest to be held later in the
Hugh Folk, Pre-Medicine maschool year; a former Miss jor from Fairfax, received 242
Taps or Taps beauty is not eli- votes to 172 for James Ashe as
he was elected treasurer.
gible.
A candidate needed a miniMany of the clubs will probably want to run pictures of their mum of 208 votes to be elected
sponsors in the TIGER as they to office.
have done in the past. Due to Luther Bigby, chairman of
the increased cost of printing, the Election Committee, expressed
TIGER will bear the cost of disappointment at the small
printing the page, but a price of turnout of only 414 freshmen
from a class of over 1,100.
(Continued on Page 5)

Freshmen Elect
Schachte Prexy
On Re-Ballot

FIRST IN SERIES

Clemson Run On Complex Basis
By ED GETTYS
TIGER Associate Editor
What is Clemson? How big is
Clemson? As a partial answer to
both questions, Clemson College
this year is worth $10,954,394.71
to the people of the institution,
the state and the nation. This
figure represents the estimated
funds for the fiscal year 1958-59
for all operations affiliated with
Clemson College excluding construction funds.
Almost $11,000,000 seems an
exorbitant amount with which
to educate some 3,500 students
— that it is. However much
more than academics is involved with the operation of the
college as its number of employees — some 4,000 — readily
attest. Above and beyond educational duties, the college is
entrusted with various research projects, information

centers, inspection agencies
and innumeral others.
These departments contribute
greatly to the economic welfare
of the state and the Southeast in
the way of information services,
inspection teams, disease and
pest control, private and governmental sponsored research and
analysis laboratories.
The complexities of the school
may well be illustrated by the
corresponding complications involved in the handling of the
various financial accounts. Medford A. Wilson, college comptroller, says this of the college,
"The bookkeeping phase of the
college is more complex than
that of General Motors—although
the volume is less." The list of
accounts numbers in the hundreds with each department,
agency and division operating
through a separate account.
Well-known facilities around

the campus working under and
through the college are the
dining hall, physical plant,
hospital, student and faculty
housing, Clemson House, and
laundry, to name a few. There
are also several agencies which
are located throughout the
state although they are definitely considered a part of
Clemson College.
In an effort to introduce Clemson to its students and to the
citizens of the state, TIGER will
run a series of features beginning
next issue. These features will
attempt to explain the missions
and goals of the college above
and beyond those of academic
education.
Each main department will be
dealt with separately in order to
convey a clear picture of the
functions of each phase. Next
issue, the series will begin with
the School of Agriculture.
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EDITORIALS

Destructiveness Can Wreck
The Pure Color Of Rivalry

CLEMSON'S TRANSFORMATION LACKS LIBERAL ARTS
Clemson — a changing college in a
changing world. Everywhere we witness
bustling activity from which will emerge
a new Clemson of which we will be justly proud.
This transformation of Clemson into
one of the leading educational institutions
of the country is indeed a wonderful and
inspiring thing. We feel, however, that
more emphasis is being given one facet of
our metamorphosis than it deserves, while
another which is perhaps more important
goes lacking. We are referring to the fact
that while the face of our campus changes each year with the addition of new
buildings and other physical equipment
very little progress has been made toward
establishment of a school of liberal arts.
We understand that a school of this type
has been under consideration for some
time but that the matter has been shelved
for the time being.

Why, we might ask, is education in history, art, literature, psychology, sociology
and philosophy so important? The answer
is quite simple: a background in subjects
of this nature develops thinkers, and thinkers are desperately needed today. One
who cannot think is reduced to the level
of a mechanical robot who performs his
tasks automatically without regard for the
reasons of his work. This is indeed a pitiful situation, but it definitely exists.

We feel that discussion on this matter
should be reopened at once and that every
effort should made to begin such a school.

Clemson is seriously lacking in the field
of liberal arts curricula, of this there is no
question. That this institution offers only
one course in philosophy points up the
truth in this statement quite clearly. While
we have many able professors on campus
who are qualified to teach courses such as
these, they are not listed in the curriculum.
There are many professors who are anxious to teach these courses because they
realize how important they are if we are
to produce a well-rounded graduate, but
they have not been given the opportunity
to do so.

The need for a school of liberal arts at
Clemson is more evident each year. Business leaders are beginning to realize how
important it is to have a graduate who is
well versed in the arts as well as in technical skill. Many executives are beginning
to realize the importance of a strong background in liberal education, and some are
going so far as to send their top men back
to the classroom for the sole purpose of
providing them with this foundation.

We therefore urge the educational council to give the matter of a school of liberal arts on this campus their serious attention. We further urge them to make a
concerted effort to establish such a school
without further delay. As the need contiues to grow in this area of education
Clemson should meet the problem squarely and make the provisions necessary to
correct the situation so that the caliber of
our graduates will ultimately be second to
none.

SHADES OF GHENGIS KHAN!
Those who wish to see a barbaric mob
in its most primitive form need go no further than the loggia just before meal time
each day. At this time every member of
the student body seems to lose his mind.
He reverts to the animalistic state; he appears to function from instinct alone and
his instinct tells him that he must be the
first one through the dining room door at
any cost.
Lately the cost has been quite high.
Several glass windows have been broken and other college property has been
damaged; one student was seriously injured last week; minor cuts and bruises, are

common. This sort of conduct is nothing
short of disgusting. At the present time
meal time on campus can best be described as feeding time for a herd of swine.
A solution to this problem has been offered by a student and his idea can be
found under Letters to Tom. This proposal appears to be quite workable on paper,
and we charge the Student Assembly to
give it every consideration. While it may
require some extra effort on the part of our
dining room officials, we feel that it will
be well worth the price.
At any rate some solution must be
reached immediately. We cannot allow
the situation to exist in its present state.

A PRESIDENTIAL STUDENT ASSISTANT WOULD HELP
The other day a student proposed an
idea to us that we feel would be beneficial
to the entire student body. His proposal
was that our president appoint a student
to act as his assistant in matters relating
to the student body. This student would
keep the president informed on problems
that concern us and keep him up-to-date
on student opinion.
While the administration has done an
admirable job in handling student problems, we feel that a system of this nature
would bring administrators and students
closer together. With a student liason officer, perhaps some of the misunderstandings that arise from administrative decisions would be alleviated. Students could
discuss their problems with this presidential assistant who in turn could pass on
the information to Mr. Edwards. This
would certainly keep the administration

informed in an area that is vital to every
college or university.
We do not wish to imply that the persons currently charged with this duty are
not doing the job satisfactorily. We feel
that the results derived from such a plan
would be more effective, however, since
Students would feel that they had an active voice in matters of administrative policies concerning them. Then, too, such a
plan would relieve some administrators of
these duties and allow them to devote more
time to other administrative tasks.
As we stated previously, we feel that
such a plan would promote a feeling of
greater understanding between the administration and students. We would like
very much to have this plan investigated
by those who would be concerned; we believe its merits should be giver every consideration.
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LETS TALK IT OVER

By ED GETTYS
TIGER Associate Editor
A slow, warm drizzle, seemingly falling from patches
of gray interspaced with blue, stimulated the mechanisms of red, yellow, blue, green and black umbrellas. A
wave of color beginning in the middle of the far side and
spreading in each direction traveled around the bowl
until a broad band of brilliance completely encircled a
green center. Faint white lines subdivided the green
into a number of symmetrical parts and eleven men were
intent on denying eleven others an advance of any fraction of one of these divisions.
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LET'5 SEE.... IF THEY DUG UP ALL THE TK.EES AND
PAVED THE WHOLE CAMPUS...
Wfe COULD ALL PARK./

TALK OF THE TOWN

We Now Should Have A New
All - Male Social
By CHARLES SPENCER
There is something new In the
world.
That is, assuming the Clemson
student body lived up to all preelection expectations and voted
in the proposed Inter-Dormitory
Council plan.
we now are
the proud
possessors of
b o uncing
new, a 11male, 2500member social
organization!
At the time
A. ;*s'
of this writBtv '^WWiL. i ing, the ballots had not
of course been counted, but judging by the generally favorable
reception accorded the proposal
during the first few weeks of
planning and discussing, it was
almost an established fact before it was voted on. If by some
chance the
students turned
down the generous offer of the
Board of Trustees and the administration, the following comments will apply just as well to
what might have been, and what
may still be at some date in the
not-too-distant future.
This organization is new in the
sense that we have never had
anything similar at Clemson in
all its 65-year history. It resembles in organization a military
cadet corp, but its purposes and
aims are far different.
It is all-male by necessity, for
it includes only dormitory students, and all our dormitories
are (unfortunately) for male students. This is a subject that

could serve for another column at
a later date, but it should not go
unsaid that this writer definitely
favors dormitories for female
students as soon as possible In
the future, and, for one, will do
everything in his power to see
this happen. It seems to be a
project for all Clemson men to
work on, both present students
and alumni. Let yourselves be
heard, and you may be surprised
what will happen.
And finally, referring back to
the second paragraph, I said that
the Inter-Dormitory Council is a
"social" organization. I hope
that no one read that paragraph
without continuing to find out
what I mean, for that word is
easily misunderstood. I mean
"social" in the true sense of the
word, the sociological sense: an
organization that unites people
in a common relationship and
that involves varied and numerous types of personal "interactions" and cooperation. Not social in the sense that usually designates a "party club" or a "social fraternity," although it will
include part of these characteristics and many others.
An inter-dormitory organization is not formed to produce a
deep bond of fellowship that is
common among fraternity brothers, which stems largely from
sharing experiences and ideals
that "outsiders" are not expected
to comprehend. But, if developed in the right channels, IDC can
easily be expected to produce that
cooperative
and
competitive
spirit that characterizes another
phase of fraternity life.
A sampling of the question asked at last weeks' meeting of the
Student Assembly will serve to

point out a few of the important
details of the plan that must be
worked out in the first year of
the existence of IDC. For instance if accepted by a two-thirds
vote of the dormitory students,
will the organization include
those students who may have
voted against it? The answer
will have to be yes, but how to
get them interested and cooperating will be the problem of
the elected representatives of the
students themselves.
And another: will there be
dues? The constitution doesn't
say; presumably not, but it is up
to the Council. How will the
dormitories be divided, and what
are the merits of the suggestion
that they be divided vertically?
Again, the elected representatives will have to thrash that one
out, and come up with a good
answer. And how can we change
the organization if something
doesn't work out as planned?
Probably by amending the constitution, but if the Council is on
its toes, it will clarify that and
make each student feel that he,
personally, has a clear opportunity to make his will known.
These, and others. Just at a
glance, it is obvious that there is
a lot of Work here for dedicated
students. A word of caution:
when you eleot your officers and
delegates in the dormitories,
don't use those students who are
most popular, or who have already done more than their share
of work for Clemson. Try to find
a new group of leaders, students
who are serious, intelligent, interested and capable of this task.
This year will tell the tale, and
we, as students, hold the fate of
IDC in our hands right now.

WEEK'S PEEK

Who And What Is Editor's Note?
By TIM TRIVELY
Who and what is Editor's
note?
The Editor's note, which either
precedes or follows a statement,
Is issued by the editor of that
particular department of the
publication and is subject to
change by the managing editor
or the editor-in-chief.
Those sections orf the
publication
not under the
responsibility
o f Departmental Editors of news,
sports, etc.
are under direct control
«* of the editor-in-chief
himself.
Editorial notes are
then the issuance of and the responsibility of the editor-inchief.
WHAT IS THE ED.'s NOTE?
"It is the opinion and judgement of the editor-in-chief. This
judgement may or may not have
the personal sanction of the remaining members of the publication's staff. I shall be restrictive, and say, that this is the
case with TIGER. There need
be no meeting of minds on editorial policy, as long as the editor-in-chief has final and dictatorial powers. Therefore, it is
dangerous for an individual or
body to maintain the premise
that editorial notes and opinions

are those of the publication's
staff.
The worst injustice served by
an individual or body is to act in
condemnation without fact. It
is, likewise, dangerous to accuse
merely on the grounds of affiliation, when that affiliation
Itself is subject to policy restrictions exercised by the president
or head of that body.—A case
point here on this campus is
TIGER. The editor states policy
with or without the direct consent of the other members of the
senior staff and exercises policy
maintenance to achieve psuedounanimity.

victions, however, often have the
unfortunate aspects of totality
in thought and finality in action.
Because you are an opponent or
proponent of a thesis and affix
your name accordingly to a petition, that in itself is not enough.
You have in essence, pledged your
total capacities of moral and
physical support to the victory
of your ideal.

RIGHT TO PETITION
Right to petition: "the parliamentary declaration of the rights
and liberties of King Charles I,
which was finally assented to by
the king in 1628. Although not a
formal statute or ordinance, 'it
WHAT IS A PETITION?
has even been accepted as having
Petition: "A formal drawn up
the full force of law'." But this,
request or supplication esp. a however, is not the case today.
written supplication from an in- Today, we must be the exerting
dividual or body of inferiors to force, if petitioning on this cama superior, or to a person or body pus is to be an effective means
in authority (as a sovereign or of ACTION.
legislature), soliciting some fav"The petition of Right Act
or, privilege, right, or mercy, or
(1861) does not create any rights
the redress of some wrong or or abolish any old perogavtives.
grievance."
THE
OXFORD It merely regulates proceedure.
ENGLISH DICTIONARY, Vol. The Encyclopaedia Britannica,
VII, pp. 749.
Vol. 17, pp. 649.
A public petition has been
The most percious heritage of
posted on the bulletin board in a man is his name. If you give
the hallway of the Post Office your name and then allow your
and Book Store Arcade. The ideal to die in failure for lack of
signers have been numerous, and effective ACTION on your part,
this reflects healthy ACTION on you have betrayed, not only your
the part of the students, Let us family name, but you have also
now, for a moment, look at the . betrayed your democratic herimeaning of petition as it per- tage.
tains to our campus. For the
Newton's third law of motion
most part, the majority have states: "For every action there
undersigned the petition on the is an opposite and equal reactbasis of conviction. These con- ion."

To what does this description refer? In particular it
refers to the Carolina game last year, in general to- any
Carolina game. This drizzle is not an essential item, for
the amount of color it caused is negligible. The color is
not seen, only felt—felt in and with the hearts of those
who love their school, their insurmountable rivalry and
their hoped-for taste of victory. Let's keep the color
pure—making its source rivalry and love rather than
destructiveness.
WHERE ARE OUR LEADERS?
Where are our leaders? May a leader be defined as
one who decides policy or otherwise makes a decision?
Not here at Clemson. Those who are occupying positions
of responsibility are doing just that—occupying. At the
time of this writing there is a petition of sorts in view.
On the surface it is concerned with a very minor point.
Yet under this thin surface (or what should be under it)
is a meaningful symbol—that of the potential power of
student opinion.
Where are our leaders? Have any of them expressed
an opinion, pro or con, on the matter? It makes little difference which school they support since the issue itself
is of no consequence. But the situation behind the point
of conjecture is well worth considering.
Why haven't they signed? Is it because supporting
one group antagonizes the other? Does popularity mean
that much to them? Has politics infested the campus to
such a degree? Or is it because they have shirked their
responsibilities to the point of being ignorant of the
situation? In any case those who are pledged to the ideal
of leadership have failed us miserably.
Concerning the petition itself, it is virtually ineffective as such. A mere show of numbers is not sufficient to initiate a change. Intelligent reasoning and only that will achieve the desired result. An answer to a
Letter to Tom or Letter to the Editor was started in order to add editorial standpoint to each situation or to
clarify any misconception or misrepresentation on the
part of the writer. This procedure enables the reader
to observe each issue in its true perspective. Until such
time as sufficient reason can be brought to our attention warranting a change, this policy will be maintained.
Now to the least important aspect of the issue —
Smedley. Smedley represented a grotesque and twisted
form of humor which had as a basis the misfortunes, mistakes and inadequacies of students. The style of writing,
in the opinion of one of the distinguished figures on
campus, was appealing (or should have been) only to
those who couldn't understand anything els6.
GET BEHIND TIGERAMA
Tigerama is nothing—nothing, that is, to what it
could be. Tigerama could become synonymous with
Clemson and the Tigers. It also could receive national
recognition. However, Tigerama has made tremendous
strides since its birth last year. If it grows at the same
rate as is apparent this year, only a few years would
mean the difference between a local affair and a heralded event. Workers are still needed—both individually
and collectively. Let's get behind Tigerama and have
the directors turn down volunteers rather than solicit
them.

Word To The Wise
By ART LINDLEY
Our Foe—Defeat!
How many of us give up when
we suffer defeat? In sadness and
despair man sits, with covered
face, and weeps over his defeat.
He has no hope, and knows no
peace; he has given into his conquering adversary.
A defeatist can never hope to
win without starting over with
the idea of overcoming defeat.
Now is the time to gain courage,
to make up our mind to win. Instead of feeling sorry for ourselves and mourning over defeat,
we should with thankful hearts
and cheerful looks lift our eyes
to heaven and rejoice that we
have overcome this foe.
In college we are faced with
let-downs and defeat, tfut we
must familiarize ourselves with
these foes and overcome them.
If we could go through life without having to face obstacles and
defeat, we would truly be in sad
shape—surely everyone can't be
a winner.
We must learn how to face
problems and overcome them.
This is a big factor in the "game
of life." There are many opportunities for us and to take advantage of them we should be
prepared for anything. Whatever

you do, be able to face defeat with
a smile and a shrug of the
shoulders. If one door is closed,
there are many more open ones.
Remember:
The world needs more beauty
and laughter,
It yearns for romance and for
fun,
More dancers, more teachers, and
preachers,
There's plenty of work to be
done . . .
The best verses haven't been
rhymed yet,
The best houses haven't been
planned,
The highest peak hasn't been
climbed yet,
The mightiest river* aren't
spanned . . .
The finest score hasn't been
made yet,
The sweetest song hasn't been
sung,
The best drama hasn't been
played yet,
The World is still eager and
young,
The greatest Books haven't been
written—
The swiftest race hasn't been
run,
There's lots of room up at the
top yet,
The chances have only begun!
(A Graduation Message)
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Campus Character

Tigerama To Be Show
Of The Year - Lott

Mr. Cl emson

REGULAR MEALS
SHORT ORDERS
STEAK SPECIALS
SANDWICHES
SHAKES
SUNDAES
7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
DANCING — 9-11 P.M.
SATURDAY NIGHTS

PHIL'S
College Ave.
Clemson, S. C.

from the art," said Robert Hunter, assistant professor of
fine
arts at Clemson, "is,the relation
between the Egyptian, out of
which it emerged; the early Byzantine, by which it was influenced; and the Arabic, into which it
was absorbed."
The exhibition room is located
in the new architecture building,
completed in September.

Professors Have
Article Published
Professor Gilbert C. Robinson,
C. M. McClure III, and Rudolph
Hendricks, Jr. have had
their
article, "The Effects of Ultrasonics on Heat Transfer by Convection", published in the September issue of the American Ceramic Society Bulletin. The investigation was carried out at Clemson under Edward Orton, Jr., of
the Ceramic Foundation Fellowship.
Publication of a paper by the
American Ceramic Society in either of its two technical magazines,
The Bulletin or The Journal, is a
mark of recognition for its author
since the Society's publication are
the principal American sources of
technical information in the nonmetallic minerals field.
Professor Robinson is head of
the Department of Ceramic Engineering at Clemson. After receiving his degree in ceramic engineering from North Carolina State
College, Professor Robinson was
employed with the Tennessee Valley Authority for several years.
In 1946 he joined the staff at
Clemson where he was primarily
responsible for organizing the Department of Ceramic Engineering.

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

From oil comes a new way to go steady

Matching Tie & Belt Sets
Matching Tie & Hose Sets
Flannel Ivy League Slacks
Jantzen Sweaters

— HOKE SLOAN'S —

KQDL KROSSWORD
1

ACROSS
1. Baseball's man
in the blue suit
4.
Kid
9. Disengaged,
so to speak
12. One puff and
you'll
how
refreshing
Kools are
13. Vegetable^
tear jerker
14. Roman god
15. "Willie's home
ground
17. It's the rage
in Ireland
18. What Pop is
on top
19. They may be
Green or
Leg O' Mutton
21. London
cleaner-upper
22. What gears
should do
23. Throat
7
Switch to
Kools!
25. On the qui vive
27. Ready for
plucking
81. Old land
measure
32
Cedric
33. Perasperaad—
86. Hindu
concentration
87. Complaints,
* from^thosewho
are chicken?
40. Jeff's closest
friend
41. Yours and mine
42. Better than
none (3 words)
45. Grab
46. Spoken
47. Sweetie or
shoofly

•

48. Europe in
World War II
49. 13-19
50. English
cathedral town

DOWN
1. The 49
2. Kools are made
with mild
8. Special aversion
(2 words)
4. "Square"
vegetable
6. Corporate
abbreviation
6. Minds Junior
7. Kind of spring
8. Try any thing—
9. A kind of drab
10. Makes out
11. Snow
Kool
16. The lass with
the delicate
20. Eastern VIP
21. Half cousin of
the mambo
24. Theatrical
circuit
26.
avis_
28. Radioactive
item
29. Kid sister's
hairdo
30. Pitcher's
report card
83. Two can live as
cheap
ii. .
(2 words)
34. Sit kinda short
35. Kind of jet
36. A Hollywood
hairless
38. I say it's
cabbage
39
gin fizz
40. Ill tempers
43. An amusemenfepark house
44. Elfin

•

2

'
12

■

m

4

6

7

8

'3

15

16
■ 19

,3

If

21

24

23

t

34

13PI

35

38

37
41
45
48

-I

11

29

30

22

ARE YOU KODL
ENOUGH TO
KRACK THIS?"

27

31

10

20

26

25

33

No. 5

5

39

40

28
32

36
1

43

"

46

■ 47
■ 50

■
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What a wonderful difference when ;
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once
your mouth feels clean and cool...
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed!
Enjoy the most refreshing experience '
in smoking. Smoke KOOL . . . with
mild, mild menthol.. .for a cleaner,
fresher taste all through the day!

Steadiness is the rule since the lurch left gear shifting in modern buses. Now, power is transmitted smoothlymd\
quietly from motor to wheels with the help of fluids. Esso Research developed a better fluid that~from dead stc
to cruising speed-ogives you a smoother, more comfortable ride. Whether youre in a bus, or in

(Answer On Page 8)
KOOL GIVES YOU A CHOICE-REGULAR.,
OR...KING-SIZE WITH FILTER!
©19 58, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

In The Collegiate Fashion

Express Opinions To
Leaders Says Smith

Presents Exhibition

Four Brazilian professors are enrolled in the School of Textiles
here for training with which they
will improve textile education in
South America. Two will be full
time students while the others will
only audit classes.
Sebastiao Guimalaes, a professor of textile designing, and Daltro Rangel Pessanha, a professor
of textile design and weaving, will
spend two semesters as full-time
students. Aurelio O. Braga Filho,
a professor of yarn manufacturing, and Luiz Gatto, a professor
of practical weaving classes, will
audit classes for 10 weeks.
Upon their return to Brazil, they
will train young Brazilians for the
textile industry and serve under
contract for at le*ast two years as
professors in the national textile
school at Rio De Janerio. Lack
of adequately trained personnel,
they relate, is retarding the textile industry's otherwise
rapid
growth and modernization in Brazil.
While at Clemson they will tour
local textile plants and later each
will spend several weeks studying
actual production techniques at
other plants throughout the nation.
They are here through the SENAl
project under the International Cooperative Administration exchange
program.

By BO COWARD
son"—he served with the Civil member of Blue Key, Tiger Bro- son's program is directly connected with the industrial and
Service in the Ordinance Corps, therhood and Tau Beta Phi.
TIGER Feature Writer
cultural advancement of th»
His
main
activities,
however,
Department
of
Defense.
"The greatest need of Clemson
Since his return to the cam- have centered around the De- state."
College is adequate student
He also stated, "I believe
recreational, social and cultural pus he has engaged in many velopment Board. According to the greatest force in the devefacilities." These are the words activities. He was a consultant Mr. Jervey the purpose of this lopment of the college is the
of Capt. Frank J. Jervey, Clem- of the late Dr. Robert F. Poole organization is "to spread the good will of the students; the
son supporter, promoter and and was president, of the Clemson story throughout the student is the best salesman a
Clemson Alumni Association state of South Carolina and to
alumnus extraordinaire.
make people realize how Clem- college has."
Mr. Jervey further expounded from 1954 through 1956.
He
has
become
an
alumni
in a recent interview that students can expect great things
along these lines' as soon as funds
are available and that the pro
gress made in the last 10 years
By RUSS CAMPBELL
has been great, but is nothing
The
well
dressed
Clemson man whether he requires
The Society for the Advancecompared with what we can exment of Management will have town, spectator or campus wear will be the object of this
pect in the future.
As a member of the Develop- as its guest speakers tonight two column. This column will attempt to keep the Clemson
ment Board Mr. Jervey has ac- noted Greenville businessmen, man informed on current and coming collegiate prefercomplished a great deal. He is Mr. Kenneth K. Edgar and Mr.
directly responsible for The H. Elliott Foster. Both men are ences in smart clothing.
Clemson, being a dominately male college in a rural
Olin Foundation's interest in management consultants for HenClemson. They first came to derson Lindsay and Michaels
;
geographical location, will be kept in mind as the column
Inc.,
of
Greenville.
Mr.
Fo-*~Clemson at his invitation.
Mr. Jervey graduated from also the vice-president of the is written. Primary consideration will be given to verClemson in 1914. While attend- Greenville Charter of S.A.ivi. satility and economy with an occasional deviation to the
ing Clemson he studied electri- which is sponsoring the campus whimsical and extravagant to add color and uniqueness.
cal and mechanical engineering organization.
Here at Clemson there is an ideal climatic condiand was sports editor of The The meeting will take place in
the
old
Chemistry
Building
aution
that makes it possible for the college student to
Tiger, a cheerleader, and prest
dent of the student chapter of ditorium at 7:30 p.m. All memvary
his attire widely. From Bermuda shorts in fall
the American Institute of Elec- bers are urged to attend. All stuand
spring
to tweedy topcoats during winter, the
dents
who
would
like
to
attend
trical Engineers.
and
particularly
those
interestClemson
man
can rotate his wardrobe comfortably.
In 1928 he retired from the
Army as a captain. From then ed in joining S.A.M. are cordialHere
at
Clemson
we do not have weeks of snow and
until 1953 when he again re- ly invited. The club desires to
slush
in
the
winter
that tend to ruin good clothes.
have
all
new
members
on
its
roll
tired—this time to come back to
by the beginning of next week.
A
good
raincoat
and
an umbrella is all that is required
Clemson
and
become
"Mr.
ClemBy BEN ESTES
to
brave
the
monsoon
rains
of February and stay in good
TIGER Feature Writer
collegiate
style.
New
miracle
fibers and Bermuda shorts
Jimmy Smith, president of Senior Class here at Clemdefeat
hot
spring
days
that
had
wilted the well dressed
son, has this concept of student government: "Student
collegian
of
past
decades.
government is merely the voice of the student body. ThereWith late fall upon us, the collegiate accent will be
fore, students should keep abreast of current campus afon
the
ruggedness of good tweeds and bulky sweaters.
fairs and express their opinions to their student leaders—
The
color
spectrum will shorten and encompass mainly
for it is only in doing so that the student's wishes can bethe
darker
and
subdued colors. The Ivy look will be promcome realities."
inent in natural clothes that reflect the quality of their
Jimmy's home town is Florence, The Slipstick staff, and continued
where in 1955 he graduated from his activities in the A.S.C.E. and
tailoring.
McClenaghan High. He served as B.S.U.
The colorful foulard ties, belts and linings will be
This year, in addition to becomclass president there his senior
more
prominent than in past years. Trousers will .
ing
president
of
the
Senior
Class,
year. ■
vary from the back-belted to plain but will retain
In September 1955 he enrolled he was named a senator to the
in Clemson as a Civil Engineering State Student Legislature. (Clemtheir slim appearance. As the football season reachmajor. Here, Jimmy, in addition son has 2 senators and 14 reprees its median the collegian will drift rapidly into winsentatives.
The
Legislature
is
to
to receiving academic honors his
ter clothing.
freshman year, began a brilliant be the first week in December at
extracurricular to become the the State House in Columbia.)
This year's collegian should be the sharpest ever with
Among his many other activipresident of our Senior Class. Dursuch a wide selection of styles and brands to chose from.
ing his freshman year he served ties and offices this year are
You feel your best when you look your best, so why not
as a class representative, a YMCA Blue Key, exchange editor of
councilor and became very active Slipstick, enlistment chairman
feel great all year?
in B.S.U., Scabbard and Blade,
in B.S.U.
Senior Platoon, S.A.M.E., A.S.C.
Jimmy's sophomore year was
FOR THE BEST
filled with various activities. He E. and head hall counselor. He
was elected president of Sabre is also on Executive Committee,
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
Air Command and thus became the executive branch of Student
Government
composed
of
Class
a member of the Council of Club
* CLEMSON SPECIAL STEAKS
Presidents. Furthermore, he was presidents, president and vice
president
of
Student
Governinitiated into the Fershing Rifles
* SEAFOOD
and into the American Society ment. He is a major in the
* COUNTRY HAM
of Civil Engineers. In addition, cadet corps as Regimental S-4.
Jimmy has the highest respect
he became a Sophomore YM.C.
A. councilor and continued his for Clemson. He says, "Clemson
has without a doubt the highest
work in B.S.U.
His junior year was to be filled quality students found on any
805 S. MAIN ST.
ANDERSON, S. C.
with even more honors and activi- campus. Considering our excelCAPT. FRANK JERVEY
ties. He was S.F.C. in the color lent facilities and our student poguard and was initiated into the tential, the student body, with the
Executive Sergeant's Club and in- leadership of the student governto the Society of American Mili- ment, can make Clemson the finESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil
tary Engineers. Moreover, he was est college in the nation."
He plans to go into some phase
named a delegate to the National
Student Association Convention of civil engineering, possibly conat Randolph Macon College in struction or design, in the South,
Lynchburg, Va. He then joined
(Continued on Page 5)

Guest Speakers
At SAM Tonight

School Of Architecture

Brazilians Are
Enrolled Here-

CAPT. FRANK J. JERVEY

Supporter, Promoter, Alumnus Extraordinaire

By STEVE TOWNSEND
TIGER Feature Writer
"Due to the great interest of the students this year and
the excellent way they have cooperated in getting up
this second annual production of Tigerama, there isn't
any doubt that what we'll have an outstanding show this
year." Thus were the words of C. Wally Lott, production
advisor for 1958 Tigerama.
Mr. Lott, who served in the to the work of the students.
same capacity for last year's Tig- Mr. Lott has had extensive exerama, came to Clemson four perience with this sort of theatriyears ago from the University of cal work, having produced plays
Florida. Having been associat- in Miami, Fla., and Gainesville,
ed with theatrical work through- Ga., before coming to the Clemout his career, he was one of the son Personnel Office. Aside from
main instigators in making the his duties in personnel he is also
first production of Tigerama pos- Director of the Clemson Museum
sibile. The idea, according to Mr. which he is, at the present,. tryLott, originated from Gator Growl, ing to improve.
As to Tigerama this year, Mr.
en extravaganza put on entirely
by students at the University of Lott says that 16 skits have signed up so far but after eliminaFlorida.
tions only the best 8 or 9 will
Since last year was the first
appear on Halloween Night. He
year of Tigerama, Mr. Lott
further stated that this year's
was quite active in the whole
fireworks will be better and of a
affair. However, this year his
more specialty type. It is hoped
job is merely in an advisory
that Miss Tigerama will be crowncapacity. To put it in the
ed by last year's queen, Miss
words of Mr. Lott, "There are
Dianne Austin.
such capable students heading
Last year's Tigerama crowd
the various committees that it
of 9,000 is expected to double
is non-essential that I do any
this year. Says Mr. Lott—
of the actual work." Next year
"Rain is the only thing that
he intends to drop out of the
can ruin us."
show entirely and leave it all

The collection of Coptic Art of
the Olsen Foundation, Inc. will be
presented in the glass-fronted exhibition room of the Clemson College School of Architecture this
month.
The Coptic exhibit will be shown
to the general public for the first
time Friday and will be on display
daily from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
through Nov. 12.
The exhibit is the third of the
1958-59 series in architecture, fine
arts and related works presented
annually here during the academic year by the School of Architecture through funds of the Clemson Architectural Foundation.
There is no charge, announced
Harlan McClure, dean of architecture, and the general public is
invited.
Copic art represents the creative efforts of the artist monks
of the Copts, early Christian Egyptians. The Olsen Collection is limited in scope, but highly selective
in aesthetic value. It illustrates
the Hellenistic, Byzantine
and
Syro-Palestinian influences
and
adaptions, through Coptic textiles,
stone and wooden sculpture, ceramics, ivories, paintings, bronze
and wood.
"Chief values to be derived
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HOW DO YOU LIKE Y0UK CHICfctN?

Fleetmen Down Tech
Take On Duke - Birds

RAH?

Baby Bengals Tackle
Chicks Wednesday Night
By JOE DEMPSEY
TIGER Sports Writer
The Clemson Baby Bengals, fresh from a victory over
the Wake Forest freshmen will take o nthe Baby Chicks
of the University of South Carolina in Columbia on
Wednesday night prior to the Big Thursday clash.

Harvey White
Leads Tigers
Toward Top

This game has always been
looked upon as a yardstick for
the outcome of the all important varsity game, but last year
this wasn't true, the Carolina
freshmen defeated the Cubs, and
the next day the Tigers clawed
a favored Gamecock team to
shreds by a score of 13 to 0.

the following unit against the
Tiger frosh; at left end will be
Sam Torrence, Dick Rockafellow will be at right end, at left
tackle will be Howard Sohm, at
right tackle will be Joel Goodrich, opening at left guard will
be Henry Jackson, at right guard
will be Charlie Grimm, the center will be Stuart Pace.
The starting quarterbick will oe
David Sowell, the halfbacks will be
Henry Crosby and Dickie Smith,
and the fullback will be Bobby
Ivey. The backs to watch are
quarterback Sowell and fullback
Ivey; Ivey was the high school AllAmerica halfback who signed a
grant in aid at Clemson and later
decided on Carolina. The Biddies
switched Ivey to fullback because
of his weight and power, and many
eyes will be focused on this controversial star.
The freshman clash has all the
markings of a bang up affair as
all the traditions of the big wame
the next day will be in the minds
of both squads. Troops, let's all
go down on Wednesday and
cheer the Cubs to victory, a victory which should be the beginning of a double victory for all
Tiger fans.

STEWgP

PCiEO

Clemson's cross-country conquerers coped their second
victory of the 1958 season as they downed the Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets 24-32 Tuesday to remain undefeated.
Paced by the fine running of captain Walt Tyler, who
crossed the finish line a whole minute ahead of his nearest rival, the Bengals handed Tech their second loss

C22b

STUPPEP?

Coach McMillan's frosh will be
AJMP^KW
After the heart failures of out to get revenge for last year's
Cub eleven. The highly rated
last week it is indeed a plea- Clemson freshman team has a resure to see that the Tigers cord of one loss and two wins, the
continued on the upward loss coming at the hands of a
completely outplayed University
march to become one of the of Georgia freshman team by a
top teams in the nation.
score of 2 to 0 on a safety in the
To an already defeatless record last few seconds of play, and the
the Bengals add the name of Van- wins over a fighting Wake Forets
derbilt University to the grow- frosh team by a score of 30 to 12,
ing list of teams beaten by them Andover N. C State, 8-6.
and also another close score is
Coach McMillan will send the
added — Clemson 12, Vanderbilt
following starting unit to the
7. This makes three teams out of
gridiron: at left end will be Edfour that the Tigers have beaten
win Bost of Myrtle Beach, South
by only Five points.
Carolina, right end John Nicoll
The big man for the Benof Greenville, South Carolina, at
Last Monday afternoon Coach Carl McHugh greeted
gals against Vandy was Harright tackle will be Jim Lewis of
five
returning lettermen and eleven promising sophomores
vey White, who
in
twelve
Marion, South Carolina, at left
plays rushed for a total of 105
tackle, Earl Horton of Clinton,
in hope of improving last year's winless season. The
yards, now he has rushed for
South Carolina; Rick Chiesa of
Tiger "tankmen" swam in ten scheduled matches and were
a total of 216 yards.
Blairsville, Pennsylvania will
not
able to register a victory last season.
Rudy Hayes carried for
be at right guard, Captain TomReturning
lettermen include
ninety-nine yards in
ninemy Gue of Orangeburg, South
The
intramural
individual
Coach McHugh went on to point
Carolina will open at left guard, track meet was a big sucess as team captain, Eric Fhilpott, who
teen plays to help the team
get the ball into Vanderbilt
at center will be Lon Armstrong many boys competed in every swims the breaststroke; Henry out that there are a number of
backstroke;
William good swimmers who don't have
territory.
of Eddystone, Pennsylvania.
event, and the times and dis- Longest,
I tances were very commendable. Nickles, breaststroke; Bob Petty, enough interest to come out. There
George Usry was again
Starting off Jit quarterback will | The m yard dash was won in a diving and Alan Elmore, crawl and are many benefits that a boy can
used to the best advantage in
be Truman Burton of Atlanta fast :10.6 by Graham; the 220 distance.
Other
prospective receive by participating on the
fifteen plays, and he rushed
Georgia, at left halfback will be yard dash winner was Timmer- swimmers are; Mike Jenkins, Hans swimming team. A boy who letters
a total of seventy-five yards
Rodney Rogers of Mullins, South man in :25.4.
Tripp, John Vacarro, Dennis in swimming is not only eligible
during the game. Mike Dukes,
Carolina, Harry Pavilack of PittsDougherty, Ed Sutherland, Calvin for a block "C," but is also invited
Mathis
won
the
440
yard
fullback, carried on two plays
burg, Pennsylvania will start at
and Marvin O'Doennoll, John to join the Block "C" Club. Coach
run
in
1:01.2;
the
880
yard
run
for a total of twenty- two
right halfback, and the starting
was captured by Huggins In a Strickland, Bob Phinney, George McHugh pointed out that the
yards and played some fine
lullback will be Ron Scrudato of good time of 2:34.5; the discus Kruger.
team is going to take several good
defensive ball.
Nunnlay, New Jersey. This startCoach McHugh is very optimis- trips.
throw was won by Bragg as he
White raised his
rushing
ing unit is one of the best freshtic about the chances of the
Although the turn-out is althrew the disc 102'5y2".
man teams ever assembled at
average to 5.1 yards Per carswimming team this year. Almost double the number of last
The
shot
put
was
thrown
38'10"
Tigertown, and should prove
ry, Hayes jumped to an averthough he would like a larger
year, a large roster is necessary
themselves against the Biddies of by Cromer; Bird took the broad turn-out of upperclassmen, he
age of 4.7 yards, and Mike
because, according to McHugh,
jump with a leap of 19'5'; the
Carolina.
Dukes doubled his average to
feels that there are several good
the Tigers lost four meets behigh jump ended in a four-way
3.1 yards per carry.
swimmers in this group and
cause of the lack of swimmers.
Reserve strength is expected to tie between Bird, Timmerman,
It is necessary for each one of
Due to some close
watching be provided by quarterback Son- Beason, and Jones with a jump several more who have shown
great promise. The freshmen
us as 'Clemson Men' to support
iLowndes Shingler was able
to ny Smith, halfbacks Wendell of 510".
turn-out was quite good also. Alour athletic teams, so lets get in
[complete only one pass for a five Black and Jimmy Hardwick fullThe next scheduled event for
most twenty-five "rats" reportbehind the swimming team this
lyard gain. White completed eight hacks Ned Lindsay and Tommie
intramurals will be the big
ed to McHugh.
year and give them our support.
lout of twelve for a total gain of Witt, ends Oscar Thorsland and
cross country run which will
Isixty yarUs, and his average for Gary Barnes, tackles Herb Nelbe held on October 20 at 4:30
(completions now stands at a mar- son, Morgan Fowler, and Dan
p.m. on the cross country
Ivelous 6.00.
Glendening, guards Pete Braun.
course. The prize to the winWyatt Cox ran three passes for
ner will be a five dollar meal
Conference
All Games
The Carolina Biddies, coached ticket at Dan's.
la total of thirty-nine yards, Charby
Don
Willsey
of
Central,
MissL
W
Pet.
W L Pet.
llie Home got three passes and
To be eligible for competition
Iran them for twelve yards, and issippi, have been victors in one in this event a boy must have
3 0 1.000
4 0 1.000
lUsry caught two for five yards. •game and losers in one game. The a physical, given by either Doc- Clemson
[Cox now leads the team in pass Biddies beat the Wake Forest Baby tor Hair or a nurse at the infir- Wake Forest
2
0 1.000
1 .750
I receiving with an average of 20.4 Deacons by a score of 16 to 12, and mary, he must practice at least
lost
to
the
■
Baby
Wolfpack
by
a
South
Carolina
1
1
.500
2 .750
• yards, Usry has an average of 7.7
once before the run, and he must
score of 32 to 26 in a real display be on the track across from the
|yards, and Home 5.7.
N.
C.
State
2
2
.500
2
.500
tennis courts at four o'clock on
Bill Mathis got off two fine punts of offensive fireworks.

Is Success

ACC STANDINGS

Ifor a total of seventy-four yards,
land Shingler got one away for
[twenty-seven yards.
Bob Morgan did some fine
(Continued on Page 7)

The Baby Birds will be out to
put winning ideas in the heads
of their varsity, and keep up
their winning ways against the
Cubs. Coach Willsey will start

Tally For
We Pick 'Em

Tiger Swimmers Look
To Students For Help

Track Meet

October 20 to be taken to the
course.
The intramural touch football
season got under way on October
15 and will end on November 21.

North Carolina
Virginia
Maryland
Duke

1 2
1 2
1 3
0 2

.333
.333
,250
.000

2
3
3
2

Coming in order for the Bengals hand, holds the ACC's top distant
were 3rd, John Dunkleburg; 5th, runner in Bill Latham. Latham
set a new record in the meet at
Leon Newman; 7 th, Harold
Chapel Hill last year only for it
Merck.; and 8th, Gene Phillips. not to count because of Carolina'i
Bob Ervin, a new addition to the only having four runners. Latham
harriers, placed tenth and serv- also set a new ACC mile record for
ed as a "pusher" to raise Tech's the conference last year.
Results . . .
1. Walt Tyler (C)
22:29
Tech, whose team was expected 2. Clayton (T)
23:30
to be weak because of most of their 3. John Dunkleburg (C)
23:48
trackmen being dash men rather 4. Bergert (T)
24:15
than distance runners appeared 5. Leon Newman (C)
24:45
much better than was predicted. 6. VanKleeck (T)
24:57
The course was run around the 7. Harold Merck (C) ___ 24:57
city's reservoir four times for a to- 8. Gene Phillips (C)
25:20
9. Federer (T)
_
26:36
tal of 4.4 miles.
10. Bob Ervin (C)
.
27:03
Next Monday the Tig fleetmen 11. Boutwell (T)
27:40
will be pitted in a tri-meet between Duke and South Carolina
in their first home meet. The
race will be run at 11 a.m. on the
Tigs new course located across
the river near the Seneca highway.
THIS WEEK:
Getting betThe two opponents prove to be ter!!!
probably the toughest of the sea- Schick
13-20
son. Duke,' with several returnees Cooper
13-20
from last years squad, seems to Burns
__
12-20
hold a fine squad.
Dempsey ;
.12-20
South Carolina, on the other Costas
.
12-20
Glenn
11-20
Tweed
'.
7-20

Cubs Defeat
Baby Deacs

STUDENTS

(Continued from Page 1)
Clellan, the athletic department
stresses the importance of «ot
signing up for a ticket if a student does not plan to attend the
game. These tickets were reserved for the students when they
signed for them.

The Clemson Cubs, playing their
best game to date in their 1958 season, powered their way to an exciting 30-14 victory over an impressive Wake Forest Demon Deacon freshman team last Friday.
Scoring early in the first period, the Baby Bengals took an
8-0 lead and remained ahead
of the young Deacs the entire
game. The drive was highlighted by the fine running of halfback Bob Coleman who bucked over for the TD from the
two.
However the Baby Deacs were
not long to be held back as end
Wiley Holland scrambled up a pass
which had been batted away by
Cub defenders and crossed into
the endzone making the score 8—6.
The two point pass attempt was
blocked.
Early in the second quater the
Cubs strack pay dirt again, this
time on a 24 yard pass play from
quarterback Sonny Smith to halfback Wendell Black. The conversion failed and the Cubs led at
(Continued on Page 8)

THE SEASON: Why don't the
right teams win!
Dempsey
.
49-75
Cooper
'■
46-75
Schick
45-75
Glenn
44-75
Burns
.
43-75
Costas
37-56
Tweed
33-75

L. (. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
Clemson, South Carolina
Established 1908

114 College Avenue

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN PENS
PENNANTS
NOVELTIES
DECALS

.500
.250
.250
.333

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE - BUT T0DAYJ5 L*M GIVES Y0U-

Ever meet a Doubting Thomas ?
i

A college senior once remarked to a Bell System interviewer: "A telephone career must be a mirage. I hear talk
about fabulous training, fascinating work, grade-A job security, and rapid advancement in management. Sounds a
bit too rosy. What's the real story?"
The interviewer knew mere talk wouldn't sell a skeptic.
So he showed him some "profiles" of recent college graduates
who had enjoyed that fabulous training, had worked at
intriguing jobs, and had won early management promotions.
Our once-skeptical friend has been with the Bell System
3 years now—and is currently supervising the work of 55
people.
We've converted a host of Doubting Thomases. Whether
doubtful or not, you'll learn a lot about rewarding telephone
careers by talking with the Bell System interviewer when he
visits your campus. Also read the Bell Telephone booklet on
file in your Placement Office, or write for "Challenge and
Opportunity" to:
College Employment Supervisor
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

wmmmmim
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UYEKS TOBACCO CO.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Gridironers Win
In Final Seconds

Lonesome Decoy

By RICHARD SHICK

Only Tigermen Can!!
Only the spirit and determination of a Tiger team
could have pulled the game out of the fire as they did
last week in the last nine seconds at Nashville—for Vanderbilt sent the finest team out onto Dudley Field that
the Tigers have encountered this season.
Playing even throughout the first three quarters the Tigers looked sparkless until the close of the
third quarter when Bob "the little man with the
heart of a lion" Morgan, replacing injured Sonny Quesenberry, took a Vandy punt and returned it 39 yards.
Only one tackier stopped him from going all the way.
From here until the final gun it was all Clemson as
Vanderbilt held the ball for only four plays in the fourth
quarter.
Led by All-American hopeful Harvey White passing
and running the potent Tiger backfield broke loose. Fullback Rudy Hayes bulled his way through the Commodore line for one long gain after another, George Usry
swept through their lines and secondary like a bullet and
end Wyatt Cox broke away from his defenders to catch
more than one pass for a first down.
Following the game several local Nashville sportswriters commented that it seemed impossible that
one man (Tom Moore) could have five long gains called back on the same type of penalty (clipping). After reviewing the films of the game we have only one
answer—everyone was justifiable and several more
should have been called that were not.

■**<*«%!

Charlie Home has been used extensively this year as a decoy to
open up the middle of the line. However, when left unguarded,
there is usually a pass waiting for this fine runner and pass receiver. (TIGER photo by Gene Cantrell).

\Horne Strong
\At Halfback

By BOB BURNS
TIGER Sports Writer
Meet Charlie Home, Tiger right halfback, and a reguHave Not Proved Themselves??
lar starter for the past two seasons. Home, a 5-9, 175
After watching the Bengals defeat such fine teams as
pound senior majoring in electrical engineering, is marNorth Carolina, Vanderbilt and Maryland it amazes us
I ried and hails from Oak Ridge, Tenn.
that sportswriters still think that the Tigers have not yet
(Playing for Notre Dame Prep
ISchool in Chattanooga Home won present season games.
proved themselves worthy of a top-flight rating.
[high reward for his abilities as a
Not only has Charlie been outAny team that can remain undefeated past anyItop backfield performer and was standing on the gridiron, but his
one, let alone all of them, must have something, or
Iselected to play on the All-South work in engineering has proved
Iteam. Following his graduation to be tops. As a result, Home was
they would have long ago fallen from the undefeated
lin 1954, Charlie reported to Geor- selected as a member of the Atranks.
Igia Tech and in the fall of '54 was lantic Coast Conference scholas(playing freshman ball for the Yeljlow Jackets.

tic team at the end of the 1957
Vanderbilt Alumni!!
season.
During his career here at ClemHowever, Tech was not to reWhile sitting in the press box at Dudley Field we witmain so fortunate, for the fol- son Home has had the privilege of nessed one of the most disgusting exhibitions of alumni
lowing season Home and team- being contributing factor to the
mate Jim Payne accepted Clem- success of three of the Tigers top spirit by several inebriated Vanderbilt fans. They threati son scholarships and journeyed teams. The first was the power- ened to attack several sportswriters.
l"to the hills." As "bohunks" in ful 1956 Orange Bowl squad and
Another interesting feature about Vanberbilt's Alumlast
years
impressive
itheir first year for the Tigs then
neither of the two players saw "Cinderella" team which ended ni happened earlier this year when they dismissed their
with a 7-3 record. The third, one band majorette, simply because it had been always a male
game action.
and the greatest of all Tiger teams
Home made his first appearance is none other than the present un*- by tradition. Here at Clemson this would seem atrocious
I for the Tigers in 1956, playing bedefeated Bengal Brigade.
(Continued on Page 6)
Ihind
Clemson's
All-American
|great, Joel Wells. His season's
performance was successful enlough to credit him with some 246
total yards along with playing in
|the '56 Orange Bowl.
Home's 1957 season was even
DEMPSES
GLENN
COOPER
BURNS
COSTAS
Imore successful as he collected 335
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
over
S.
Carolina
I yards for the season and thus beNorte Dame
Norte Dame
Norte Dame
Norte Dame
Norte Dame
Icame the leading ground gainer Notre Dame over Duke
Furman
Furman
Wofford
Wofford
Wofford
Terriers
Ito return from the '57 squad. Pres- Wofford over Furman
Army
Army
Army
I ently, Home, the only senior half - Army over Virginia
Army
Army
Virginia
I back on the team, has started on Ga. Tech over Auburn
Auburn
Anburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Tech
Lthe Bengal first eleven in all the Boston Col. over Marquette
Boston Col.
Boston Col.
Boston Col.
Boston Col.
Boston Col.

We Pick 'Em

HOMECOMING
(Continued from Page 1)
|$3.50 will be assessed each club
lto cover the cost of printing the
•pictures. Pictures must be turnled in to Taps or CD A not later
an October 27.
CDA and Taps have made sevleral suggestions as to how clubs
I may select sponsors. Meeting the
[sponsors personally is quite posjsible. A second suggestion and
lthe one used in most cases is
lthe choice-by-submitted-photoI graph. A third and last suggestion method of appointed members or officers selecting the
I sponsor is sometimes employed
|by certain organizations.
Any clubs needing copies of
fthe requirements sheet can get
[one by stopping by the Taps ofIfice. Turn in any pictures to representatives in rooms A-811 or
17-207.

Wisconsin over Iowa

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

Wisconsin

L.S.U. over Kentucky

L.S.U.

L.S.U.

L.S.U.

L.S.U.

L.S.U.

N. Carolina over Maryland

U.N.C.

U.N.C.

U.N.C.

U.N.C.

U.N.C.

Mich.

Mich. State over Purdue
Miss, over Hardin Simmons
N. C. State over WM. & Mary
Oklahoma over Kansas
CO.P. over Cincinnati
Pitt over West Virginia
T.C.U. over Texas A. Se M.
Vanderbilt over Florida
Wake Forest over Villanova
UCLA over Washington

Mich.

State

Mich.

State

Mich.

(Continued from Page 3)
|and preferably in South Carolina.
Jimmy has developed a deep inIterest in our student body. He
|says, "On behalf of this Senior
31ass, I would like to pledge our
■services to the entire student
Ibody."

State

Mich.

State

Mich.

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

N. C State

N. C. State

N. C State

N. C. State

N. C. State

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

C.O.P.

C.O.P.

C.O.P.

C.O.P.

C.O.P.

Pitt

Pitt

Pitt

Pitt

Pitt

West Va.

T.C.U.

Texas A.&M.

T.C.U.

T.C.U.

T.C.U.

Texas A.&M.

Vandy

Vandy

Vandy

Florida

Vandy

W. Forest

W. Forest

W. Forest

W. Forest

W. Forest

Washington

U.C.L.A.

Slippery Rock

Slippery Rock Slippery Rook

Washington
Slippery

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

Harvey White
Wins Stale Top
Player Of Week
Turning in a performance second to none in his role against
Vanderbilt, Clemson's Harvey
White added another feather to
his cap as he was voted the state's
top player. Whites nearest competitor was Charlie Bradshaw of
Wofford.
White's performance was
superb as he engineered and
scored two final period touchdowns to lead the Tigs to a
thrilling 12-7 comeback victory.
White weaved, faked, and
dashed through the Commodore
secondary on several occasions
to gain some 105 yards rushing
alone. He added another 60 yards
to his total by completing eight
out of twelve passes.
Fred Russell, sports editor of
the Nashville Banner, claimed
that White was the greatest
quarterback he had ever seen
perform on Dudley Field. And
Russell, who's a maker of AI1Americans through his influential writings, has seen quarterbacks on the field since 1922.
White rolled up a large margin
in the weekly balloting by members of the South Carolina Assn.
of Sports Writers. It was the first
time in the present season that
White was voted tops in the state
although he took the honor frequently last year.

With just nine seconds remaining in the game he blasted
his way into the end zone with
the
one
touchdown
that
counted. White scored, but he
was aided by one of the finest
lines in the nation as they repeatedly opened holes and
made blocks that they had
missed in games before.
Nashville, here is a city that
is located between two mountain
ranges and herein lies the University of Vanderbilt. This is a
school that ranges in size about
the same as Clemson, except that
when the ball game began you
could tell the difference in the
spirit of one school compared
with the other.
Although outnumbered about
fifteen to one, Clemson can look
upon the students that made that
trip with envy, as they made up
for size by using volume.
Under the glaring lights that
were by no means as good as
the daylight in the past, the
Tigs started off very impressive as they moved the ball at
will through the center of the
Commodore's line. Everything
seemed to indicate a good day
for Clemson as they crashed
the goal line early in the game
only to lose the touchdown on
a fumble.
For the remainder of the first
half the Tigs could never really
get the Commodores off their
back. As the first half ended
many people began to talk of
Clemson getting beat for the first
time, but Coach Howard came
through with his usual good pep
talk.
The Tigs of national fame
must have sensed that the small
crowd of Clemson fans were behind
them as they began to push
Vandy around with their massive ground attack and reserve
strength.
As the game ended there
were many of the 26,000 people
who wished to have a little
chat with the officials who
were being hustled off under
police protection. The Tigs had
done it again and as per par
had come from behind.

I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE TIGER

BY THE

fi\N

CLEM'SON CHEERLEADERS
Congratulations Coach, you have
victory 102. Keep your winning
spirit instilled in those "Terrible
Tigers" and we'll capture 103 at
expense of the Gamecocks.
■ To you freshmen; we as upperclassmen feel that this period before the Carolina game will be one
of the most eventful and well remembered during the year you
will spend as a "Rat."
One of the highlights will be
the Pep Rally, Funeral, and Bonfire. "Gator" Farr an ardent
Clemson supporter and former
"Country Gentlemen," will be
here to bury the Chicken for us.
"Gastor" is well known among
both young and old "Clemson
Men" for his many successful
services taken from his Sears &
Roebuck catalog, concentrating
his efforts primarly on the Girdle Section.
The Tigers have great possibilities this season which have been
proven four times, but the win

from Carolina will mean more to
this team than any other. No
matter what, a victory over South
Carolina would mean a successful
season. A win from Carolina will
also mean that you "Rats" will not
have to wear your hats any more,
so lets be prepared to throw them
away at Columbia.
Every Clemson student has an
obligation to the "Tigers" and to
fulfill this they must be at the Rally, Funeral, and Bonfire to cremate the Chicken. We should be
able to make enough noise to send
the "Bengals" down to Columbia
ready to tear them apart.
Support the "Tigers" and they
won't disappoint you.
Workers are killed more often
in accidents off the job than on,
according to the National Safety
Council. It says 31,800 workers die
annually off the job as compared
with 14,200 on-the-job accidental
deaths.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
• • • • •
Southern Bell Representative
Will Be On Your Campus
INTERVIEWING 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
NOVEMBER 4, 5, 6

• *

• •

See Your Placement Officer
For An Interview

1 will pay two dollars now.
Bill me
Graduates entering the service be sure to send your
change of address to: Circulation Department, The
Tiger, Box 3567, Clemson, S. C.
NAME

• • • • •
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Long Line Department
Western Electric Company

ADDRESS

Bell Telephone Laboratories

CITY & STATE

State

Ole Miss

Washington

Slippery Rock over Cal. State

State

By BUDDY PTJTMAN
TIGER Sports Writer
Defeat, no one likes the word
yet many Clemson fans were beginning to think along that term
as Vandy seemed to be able to
stop every move that Clemson
made towards the goal line, then
came the last quarter. What
caused the change in the Tiger
team we can not say, but it was
there as they seemed to go into
orbit led by a swashbuckling
field general who scored two
touchdowns in the last quarter.

Wisconsin

Ole Miss

U.C.L.A.

Rock

Wm. & Mary

Cincinnati

U.C.L.A.

Slippery Rock Slippery Rock

CLEMSON THEATRE
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 2011
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
October 16-17-18

-TIGER TAVERNT

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

EXPRESS

Page

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
• Fountain Service
H Sandwiches
• Newsstand

TheFranbf...Frenchifl8f...fiinnie8f

BARDOT

NOW OPEN
In Downtown Anderson

CAROLINA TERRACE MOTEL
• COFFEE SHOP
• ROOM PHONES

FREE TELEVISION
AIR CONDITIONED

f BriginegardOt
^ La

lPaitsienne
IN TECHNICOLOR

PHONE CAnal 6-3411
N. Murray Ave.
At Clinkscales

ANDERSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA

Mon. & Tues., Oct. 20-21
Stewart Granger and
Barbara Rush
In —

Top Length -Top Value -Top Tobacco Filter Action

Harry Black
fir The Tiger"

Nothing Satisfies Like CHESTERFIELD KING

//

In Color and Scope

.© Liflsett & Myers Tobacco Go,
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CLEMSONITES

Here And There
By BILL NETTLES
—The Country Gentlemen were seen here, there and
everywhere this weekend. Tennessee attracted a sizable
group in support of the Tiger team, and the trip was well
worth while for the Tigers presented excitement extraordinary.
—The fair state of Georgia was graced by Clemson men's presence at Agnes Scott. Ed Gettys, Nat
Whitlaw, Scoop Lattimore, Buddy Brown along with
Joe Burdett and Dick Weisener graced "Scott" with
their presence.
—Winthrop attracted Pete Tucker, Sonny Rhem, Bailey Hendley, Jack Hill and Joe Dempsey. There will probably be quite a few more of the troops over on the "Rock"
next week for the Autumn Ball.
—The Numeral Society meetings are minus two
pins. Russ Campbell and Glenn Wilfong left pins in
New York and North Carolina respectively. Pretty
wide distribution, to say the least.
—More locally, Carolyn Willis and Jim Creel have
the campus steady course covered.
—Limestone seemed to provide certain attractions
for Jim Myers and Gus Connor.
—With the Big Thursday weekend moving up fast,
the troops will be living it up in the Capitol City. It is
rumored that the festivities will begin with an impromptu pep meeting on the state house steps at 11 a.m. Thursday if the cheerleaders are unable to schedule an official
one. "C-L-E-M in Cadence Count" should sound off loud
and clear.
.—Next in line for the big weekend is the freshman game, followed by the Blue Key dance at the
Wade Hampton Hotel. Of course, the big attraction
will be the Clemson version of "Clobber Carolina."
After the game, the party potential is unlimited. It
may be interesting to watch the great orange cloud
consisting of Clemson rat caps at the end of the game.
—The grand finale will be the consumption of the
"Gamecock" in the Wade Hampton Coffee Shop. It may
prove entertaining, though somewhat distasteful to those
liable for its publication.
.-' —All in all, this Big Thursday weekend should be a
fabulous one for the Country Gentlemen of Clemson.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page 5)

even though we only turned Co-ed in 1955.
Are Vanderbilt Alumni poor sportsmen and antifemale?

Georgia Tech Caters To Non-Students!!
Why does a school such as Georgia Tech place both
their students and the visiting school's followers on the
goal line and in the end zone.
The answer to this maybe that their school is run
by alumni and not the students. In this case, why
are the students attending classes and not the alumni?

Annual Football Classic Now At
State Fair Closer To Oblivion
By JERRY AUSBAXD
TIGER Managing Editor
A classic in many extremes
and in exact meaning, the Clemson-Carolina game coming up
next Thursday in Columbia will
mark the 56th celebration of Big
Thursday in South Carolina —
and it will heighten the tension
or the relief, deepnding upon
one's preference, as the State
Fair game slides near oblivion
in this, the next to last mid-week
classic in Columbia.
On Nov. 12, 1960, due to increasing demands by Clemson
fans, the spectacular of football,
the epitome of fashion shows

Convention Plans
Of ASME Meeting
Are Announced

and the connoisseur of good food
and new—and old—drink will
shift at last to the Tigers' home
grounds in the foothills of the
Blue Ridge, "Death Valley" as it
has been mourned by losing
coaches in the past.
The State Fair game will be
no more, and for good reason:
Clemson students will have to
travel but once every other year
to see the intense and bitter rivalry fought to a yearly decision;
the Tigers will be in friendly
surroundings at least once every
two years; and fans the state,
and in fact the South over will
be able to draw their convictions
about the college and the university with first hand experience at both.
Negotiations for playing the
game—when most big rivals
square off—as the season's last
are continually plaguing Carolina fans and officials while
Clemson fans and officials sit
calmly in expectation. The
compromise proposal now in
effect is expected by Clemson
officials to become a fullfledged promise before too
many eons have passed with
this final agreement.
But, the classic — so soon to
traverse—has been good; good
for the state, good for understanding even through mobs,
riots, insults and wagers. Its
moving should not destroy the
spirit, the awareness nor the rivalry now overshadowing the
game itself—rather, it should increase with Carolina activities

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers completed general program plans for their Mar.
12—13 conference on "Trends in
Textile Engineering" here Wednesday.
The textile engineering division
of the ASME's annual Southern
spring meeting, to be held at Clemson House, will feature papers and
discussions on "Various Aspects of
the Finishing Process", "The Shuttleless Loom," and "Unifil."
• Dr. J. C Cook, Jr., head of the
mechanical engineering department at Clemson was elected to
the chairmanship of the conferchairman of the conference proence. He served as chairman and gram committee.
host of the planning session, held
Chairmen will appoint their own
in Olin Hall.
committee, Dr. Cook said, and conS. M. Watson, professor of me- ference speakers will be selected
chanical engineering, was chosen by the program committee and anto head the conference arrange- nounced later. It was also anments committee, and John Mc- nounced that an evening banquet
Pherson Jr., vice-president, Mc- will be held Mar. 12 in Clemson
Pherson Company of Greenville, House.

Disc-o-pation

having only bi-yearly opportunities for pre-game and post-game
celebrations.
The game's excitement for collegians, not only from the two
institutions involved, should remain the same; Clemson fans
will enjoy the change; Carolina
fans will not enjoy the change.
All this is observed fact
Memories of past contests linger—the State Fair game will
never be forgotten, only dissociated with the week. It will continue, and the memories of Big
Thursday will only dim, not fade.
And who could forget the
events which have made the
Clemson-Carolina game and
its " y-products so brilliant and
so happily tiring? Certainly
not the fans who have seen
these games nor the games'
listeners nor the students of
either college nor anyone who
has read of it nor anyone who
has any convictions upon a
team's outcome.
The riot of '46 when 10,000
irate fans without tickets crashed
a gate to see the game, the bat
ties of '02 when Clemson students
stalked the Carolina campus with
"sidearms" and sabers while
USC students guarded with pis
tols and shotguns after a transparency of a Gamecock atop a
Tiger had been displayed, the
coaches of past years and of the
present and the teams by-gone
and now fighting are memories
which no change of location can
erase, though the change may
bring on even greater and more
lasting remembrances.
There is no cause for sadness
at this, the next to last Big
Thursday, for there alumnus will
be the fashion show, the same
parties, the same rivalry, the
same drunks, the same shaved
heads, the same pep rallies and
the same painting as before.
Big Thursday, 1958, is foremost in our minds now.

Perching Rifles Attend First Major Event
Members of the Fourth Regi- jtwo inspection teams. One was
mental Headquarters,
Pershing j scheduled to inspect
Company
Rifles, had their first main event W-4, which is located at Vanderof the year Oct. 4 at Donaldson j bilt University in Nashville, Tenn.,
Air Base in Greenville. This was •on Saturday, October 11. The otha Regimental assembly attended er team went to Alabama where
by representatives from the com- they inspected Company P-4 at
panies located at Clemson, Wake Tuskegee Institute. They also visForest, University
of Georgia, ited two prospective Companies at
Georgia State and Tuskegee. Many Marion Institute and A. P. I. in
plans were made for the coming Alabama.
year.
Members of Fourth Regimental
On Oct. 8 a staff meeting was Headquarters are as follows: P-R
held in the Green Room of the Col. Ken Powers, Commander; PClemson House at which time staff R Lt. Col. Jim Strickler, Execuofficers were installed and staff re- tive Officer; P-R Maj. Jim Scott,
ports were given.
S-l; P-R 1st Lt. Bub Nalley and
Friday brought the departure of P-R Capt. Phil Higdon, S-2; P-R
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Capt. Alan Sloan and P-R Capt.
Bob Boles, S-3; 1st Lt.
George
Pressley, S-4; and P-R 1st Lt. Robert Heape, P. I. O.
Assistants
for this year are as follows: David
Rogers and John Ellerbe for S-I;
Jim
Rousey and Charles Carswell for R-2; and Reese Kimble
and Tom Ethredge for S-3; and
Robert Greer for P. I. O.
The staff according to P-R Col.
Powers, is proud to announce that
this years faculty advisor is Air
Force Col. Thompson, PAS.

By FRED HOOVER
Probablyy the most startling innovation in the music world during the past fifty years is the development and increasing use of
the musical form known as "the
twelve tone scale." It abolishes
the use of keys and therefore the
predominance of certain notes in
key structure, using instead the
twelve notes of the chromatic
scale.
The theme of a composition in
this form should utilize all twelve
notes of the scale, and, once stated,
the order of the notes cannot be
changed. The arrangement can be
varied by reversing and/or inverting the theme and changing the
rhythmic pattern, or by doubling
the appearance of consecutive
notes.
It is completely at variance with
accepted classical forms, but modern composers such as Hindemith,
Milhaud and Stravinsky have
made extended use of it throughout the past twenty years. Stravinsky, as a matter of fact, recently premeired a new twelve tone
chorale series that has been reviewed as his finest composition
to date.
One of Milhaud's best atonal

works is ''la Creation du monde," out like a freshman's head.
One of these is "Fine and Meland Hindemith has his "Concerto
for Piano and Twelve Instru- low" with the Mai Waldron All
ments." If you have any interest Stars, Billie Holiday singing. The
in musical ideas, our library has a lady's husky, supercharged voice
record collection with works by is practically guaranteed to shiver
these men and nearly any others the frustration of males, before,
you may think of, from W. C. during and after adolescence. On
Handy through Rimsky-Korsakov. the flip side, about' the second
For a less radical composition, band is Jimmy Giuffre's Trio dotry Moussorgsky-Ravel's "Pic- ing "The Train and the River."
tures at an Exhibition." One re- Giuffre's huffing puffing woodcording consists of eleven sepa- winds are distinctive anyway but
rately stated movements, inter- he and the guitar and bass accomspersed with a recurring theme panying him outdo themselves with
called the "Promenade." "Prom- this bit of polyrythym.
enade" is a musical picture of the
CAN BE UNDERSTOOD
viewer strolling through an art
One of the few modern vocalists
gallery looking at pictures, each
who can be understood while
of which are schematically dethey are singing is a dynamic
scribed as the viewer passes by
young bundle named Dakota
them or pauses to study them.
Staton. She learned everything
It is interesting to hear how
she knows from Billie Holiday,
composers can create a picture
and learned it so well that
with sounds so that it only takes
George Shearing picked her to
a Uttle imagination to visualize
sing on two of his albums and
them yourself.
Dave Garroway gave her a fea"THE SOUND OF JAZZ"
ture spot on his "Today" show.
It's been over nine months since
Her best album, however, is her
CBS Television presented "The latest, "The Late, Late Show." She
Sound of Jazz," one installment In does a lot of standards "My Funny
the series "The Seven Lively Arts." Valentine, Trust in Me, Broadway"
I recently heard the recording that —but she does them in a way you'll
was made of the program and never recognize. She swings Jonwhile most of it was rather stand- ah Jones accompanying-scats, inBLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB
ardized—as was to be expected in vents and murmurs in your own
A regular meeting of the Block a program for mass consumption— personal ear. She sounds like she
and Bridle Club was held Tuesday there are a few bands that stand enjoys it, so you should too.
night in the Food Industries
Building.
The Club sponsored a memberSPORT SHIRTS
SPORT TROUSERS
ship drive at the first of the semester; the club was divided into two
WEEK-END BAGS
teams for this purpose, the loser
to buy the winning team a hamburger supper.
After the supper, Professor Dale
Handlin introduced the guests
who were, Dr. R, F. Wheeler, Dr.
Donald Kropf, John W. Wise,
and Dr. Edwards. Dr. Edwards
and Dr. Kropf are new additions
to the animal husbandry staff.
Dick Neal gave the club a report
on the judging team's trip to the
Southeastern Livestock Judging
contest held in Atlanta, Georgia.
The jurging team is coached by
Professor Dale Handlin and it
placed first in market swine classes. The high individual in market swine classes was Hay Lovell
who is a member of the Clemson
team.
Following Dick Neal's report
Dean Cox, who was guest speaker, addressed the club on the
organization and importance of
the Inter-Dormitory Council.
Dean Cox said that the InterDormitory Council would improve the social and cultural life
of the Clemson students.
After Dean Cox's address the
formal initiation of new members
was held, after which the meeting
was adjourned.

JUDGE KELLER

BE SOCIABLE---DRINK

Terry Bottling Company

Anderson

-:-

Greenwood

Now matt America sees the one that's truly newt

THiNKUSH
ENGLISH: endorsement of
Lucky Strike cigarettes

English: UNH1P DOG
!■»«

THINKLISH TRANSLATION: Other

brands of cigarettes burn (with
envy) over the matchless taste of
a Lucky Strike. Lucky's taste is
honest taste—the rich, full taste of
fine tobacco. So any endorsement
of Luckies is bound to be a Testimonial. Mmm!
H

Like all '59 Chevies, the Impala Sport Sedan has Safety Plate Glass all around.

English: SCREWBALL BULLY

r
i:

English: EXTREMELY NARROW CAR

I

It's shaped to the new American taste. It brings you more spaciousness and comfort with a new

^'^A, «EAN,AC
English: SICK REPTILE

M:

Think"

sumoosiHE

SPEAK THINKLISH!
Put in a good word ond MAKE $25!

Thinklish: ILLIGATOR

i

GROUNDS

„,h,

CRO«0E0

COL«*E

Here's the easiest way yet to make money'
Just put tw6 words together to form a new
one. Example: slob -f lobster=SLOBSTER
(English trans: shellfish with bad manners )
We'U pay $25 each for the hundreds of
Thinkhsh words judged best—and we'll
feature many in our college ads. Send your
Thinkhsh words (with translations) to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Rvdmet ef J&jhtiea* 3&jezo&ny^-£&zeo.K<mT mddU ■name

Body by Fisher. It has a new kind of finish. New bigger brakes. Past new areas of visibility*
New Hi-Thrift 6. It's new right down to the tires!

Chevy's all new for the second
straight year! Here with a fresh
Slimline design that brings entirely new poise and proportion
to automobile styling. Inside the
new and roomier Body by Fisher
you'll find truly tasteful elegance.
And you'll have clear seeing from
every seat. The new Vista-Panoramic windshield curves overhead—windows are bigger, too.

When you take tHe wheel, yon
find Chevy's newness goes down
deep. A new steering ratio makes
handling easier than ever. New
suspension engineering gives
you a smoother, more stable
ride. There's a new Hi-Thrift
6 that goes and goes on a gallon
of gas. Vim-packed V8's. New
and bigger brakes. Even tougher,
safer Tyrex cord tires.

There's still more! A new finisH
that keeps its shine without waxing or polishing for up to three
years. Impressive new Impala
models. Wonderful new wagons
—including one with a rear-facing rear seat. And, with all that's
new, you'll find those fine Chevrolet virtues of economy and
practicality. Stop in now and see
the '59 Chevrolet

ALL NEW ALL OVER AGAIN!
see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—early delivery!
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Letters To Tom Clemson
Dear Tom:
As a fellow Tiger and an ardent
supporter of The TIGER, I wish
to commend this year's staff for
the fine work it has done in bringing us the news of Clemson College and handling the features so
adeptly. The recent letters to Tom
requesting that The TIGER put
Smedley back into infamy have
been most disconcerting.
Tom, I refer you to the letter
received this past week regarding
the apparent subtleness of Smedley's "cuts". Who are we trying
to fool? They were about as subtle as the snake that tempted Eve!
I agree wholeheartedly with the
Editor in this week's editorial:
Smedley HAS served his purpose.
Why base the relative merits of
a newspaper on past work? It is
the present that matters. Keep up
the good work! I for one am welt
pleased with this year's TIGER.
R. N. CLARK, '60
Tom, it is certainly good to
know we still have a few
friends.—Editor.
Dear TOM,
It seems that our illustrious editor has finally taken it upon himself
to enlighten toe student body as
to his position in regard to the
"Letters to Tom" column. In last
week's column he stated that, "letters to Tom" was set up on the
same basis as "Letters to the
Editor." If this is the case; then
let him have the personal honesty
to label the column in that fashion.
In this week's excellent column,
"Weeks Peek," Mr. Trively has
Illustrated the need of speaking
out. He states that, "Authority is
given the editor because he is responsible for the TIGER'S actions.
This authority can never become
dictatorial if the TIGER is to remain the student's voice." Is this
year's TIGER really the student's
voice? At present I feel that this
is not the case. I fervently hope
that the student body of Clemson
Agricultural College will find its
own voice and roar like a real tiger
for the return of the TIGER of
the past.
In reference to Smedley and this
week's editorial; I understand
that it is the sole responsibility of
the editor to choose a Smedley,
a Smedley that is capable of exercising the "mature discretion"
so recently noted by our editor. If
Mr. Ellis feels that he is incapable of exercising the prerogative
of his office, then Smedley is better off dead.
Respectfully
Ray Sweeny, '60
Dear Tom,
Smedley never has, never will,
and never could contribute towards making or keeping The TIGER the "South's most interesting
college newspaper." The truth of
this statement was brought out
quite well by Mr. Ellis in one of his
•plendid editorials. Smedley is out
of the picture; let's be thankful.
There is a great wealth of interesting material around this campus on which The TIGER has not
touched. We have more than our
' share of interesting characters.
With a little inuative on the part
of the staff, The TIGER can and
will retain its reputation as "the
South's most interesting college
newspaper.'"
However, let's consider one of
' our more interesting and outstanding campus characters. I am thinking of the great Fred Tweed.
Frankly, haven't we heard enough
about that publicity-crazy gloryhog for awhile? Let him keep
Europe to himself.
Can't we give other people and
other things some of the overbearing attention that Fred receives?
I know that there are things and
people on this campus that would
be of great interest to many students if their stories were just
brought to print. It is our duty
as staff members to seek these
things out; IT IS THE DUTY OP
THE OTHER STUDENTS AND OP
THE FACULTY TO BRING
THESE THINGS TO THE ATTENTION OF THE STAFF.
With this in mind I have a concluding suggestion. I would like to
see this paper publish a humor
column that would make Smedley
and Fred Tweed seem as entertaining as malignant cancer. This
will only be possible with the cooperation of many students. For
my plan to work, each student
should jot down anything that happens on this campus, or any other
campus for that matter, that appeals to his sense of humor. He
should bring his "little gems" to
the TIGER office. They would, of
course, have to be subject to censorship, revision, or what ever
deemed necessary by the staff before they are published.
With this plan each student could
have a part in making this year's
TIGER more interesting than
"the South's most interesting college newspaper" has ever been before.
Sincerely,
"Bo" Coward '60
Tom, we would like to underscore Mr. Coward's statement
about suggestions of news
items and features from students and faculty. We will always welcome these suggestions. — Editor.

Dear Tom,
I don't see how one person has
the privilege or the authority to
go against the majority of the Student Body or Clemson tradition.
Do you?
I'm talking about the Editor answering your letters. A poster was
placed on the bulletin board in the
Post Office to get a sampling of
the Student Body. There were 223
students against 'ihim answering
them and 20 students for him answering them. From this it appears
that if a poll were taken the majority of the Student Body would
be against the Editor answering
your letters.
If every Editor exercised his
prerogative to change the paper to
suit himself, then there wouldn't
be a Clemson Tiger; but a different paper every year, or when the
Editor changed.
Editors come and go, but the Tiger remains.
Yours truly,
Gilbert E. Parker

hurt by one of these night traps
we ask if something might be done
about them.
The signs that now announce
plainly that anyone parking past
those points will be fined should be
quite sufficient if the areas were
properly patrolled. If there be
anyone who has five dollars to
give away for disobeying this regulation let them be fined. After
paying such a fine as this a time
or two for gross negligence, we
feel that the restriction would be
well heeded.
So, Tom, please try to understand our side of the argument
and see that no more of these
needless accidents occur. You
must
.well
remember the
plague of the yellow posts and
their nuisance to the student body.
We pose, Tom, that this new problem is not only a nuisance in being unsightly but is also a definite
safety hazard. It is our sincere belief that the situation as it now
stands could and should be corrected for the betterment of all
concerned.
Dear Tom,
Sincerely,
I know Clemson has not always
Charles
Barren
'59
functioned perfectly but last ThursJohn Ridgill '60
day night, when we picked our
permanent seats in the dining hall
was the most unorganized mess
that I have ever seen. As an ex(Continued from Page 4)
planation point to this statement,
one boy had cuts requiring several punt returning for the night
when he carried two for a tostitches on his leg and face.
tol of fifty-two yards, and
The first fault was in allowing
Usry returned once for six
only five hours to get up a group
yards.
of eight boys. With some boys havHayes
got away on one kickoff
ing labs all afternoon, it was next
return for thirteen yards, and
to impossible to get together.
In the future students should be Bill Mathis returned it once for
allowed a few days to get up their ten yards.
group. One member of the group White had the best total offense
should sign up for all and have for the night when he got 165
a table assigned to him by num- yards in twenty-six plays, and he
bers. This would be done outside now leads the team with a total of
the dining hall and not at meal 450 yards — 216 yards by rushing
time. He could then report back and 234 yards by passes. Usry is
to his group and tell them the num- next for the Tigers with a total of
ber of the table at which they 238 yards.
would sit. Provision could be made White was the only Tiger to cross
for Seniors to sign up their tables the Vanderbilt goal with the ball,
first. No group would be allowed but he was able to get across the
to sign up with less than eight in two times that he was needed.
the group.
THE Tigers are still behind in
Clemson students must realize pass receiving — the opponents
that there is a difference in lining have 461 yards, and the Tigers
up to go into the dining hall and have 347 yards, in punting the ophaving a mob. A line 47 people ponents have 652 yards, while
wide cannot go through two doors. the Bengals have 397 yards, and
I hope the situation will improve the Tigers are still behind in kicknow that most students have def- off returns where the opponents
inite seats.
have 215 yards and Clemson has
Sincerely,
166 yards.
John Preston, '61
The Tigers are leading the opponents in returns with 130 yards
Mr. Preston has a good idea,
to the opponents only forty yards.
Tom. Do you suppose any other
The Tigers have an average for
students have a solution to this
interceptions of 7.2, and the opterrific problem?— Editor.
ponents have an average of 7.0
yards.
Dear Tom,
At the beginning of this year, we The Tigers have gotten sevenhere at Clemson witnessed the ar- teen penalties to total 145 yards,
rival of a new blight on our cam- but the opponents have twenty-five
pus. This problem to which we re- for a total of 222 yards. Clemson
fer are the sets of black iron posts has lost six out of thirteen fumwith almost
invisible
chains bles, while the opponents have lost
stretched between them which have seven out of nineteen. The Tigers
been located around the entrances have
gotten eighty-one first
to each of the quadrangles.
downs, the losers have gotten only
We have heard many complaints fifty-six.
and accounts of accidents caused
The Tigers lead in total ofby these chains. Not only are they
fense where they have 1461
hard to see, but they are also very
yards — 1114 yards by rushdefinitely in the way. Everytime a
ing and 347 yards by passdelivery truck needs to enter one
ing. The opponents have 1035
of the chained areas, someone of
yards
— 574 are by rushing
the college personnel must go and
remove the chain. You can readily and 461 yards are by passes.
see that they are just as incon- The Tigers have a total of sixvenient to campus authorities as ty-six points, while the losers
have forty-three tallies.
they are to the students.
Several minor accidents and The Tigers will have a very
bruised shins, it would appear to fine record to carry into the Big
us, should be enough to deem that Thursday game against the Chickthese chains are quite dangerous ens of the University, and as it
and could result in many more ac- has already been shown this will
cidents of an even more serious be the most exciting game of
nature. Before someone is really the year for Clemson College.

HARVEY WHITE
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Phi Ela Sigma Names Eligible Students
For Membership In Frosh Honor Fraternity
Phi Eta Sigma has announced their eligibility list for
the coming school semester. These men have maintained
a grade point ratio of 3.5 for their first semester or a cumulative grade point ratio of 3.5 for their first two semesters.
The Clemson Chapter of Phi
Forest, (3.73), Ch.E. major
from Sumter; G. W. Allen
Eta Sigma was initiated in
(3.68), Pre - Denistry major
1940 and since that time it has
become the highest scholastic from Gaffney.
honor a freshman can achieve.
Also, Clifton Boylston, Jr.,
At its latest meeting last Thurs- (3.55), ME major from Sumter;
day, an eligibility list of fourteen Robert S. Hill (3.50), Ch.E. manames was brought before the jor from Jackson; William P.
Chapter. These men include: Rampey (3.52), EE major from
Bobby L. Henderson with a grade Easley; Robert J. Shore (3.50),
point ratio of 3.75, an ME major
Cr.E. major from Greenville; Joe
from Clemson; Malcombe A. Mc- Ellis
Long (3.58), Ch.E. major
Alister with a GPR of 3.66, ma- from Greenville.
joring in Pre-Med. from Central;
Also at the meeting Oct. 9.
Marshall Moss, a transfer stu- Dr. George Bair of the English
dent from Erskine, with a GPR Department spoke on "Humor
of 3.87, a CE major from Green- in Poetry," and plans for sendville.
ing delegates to the National
Also, Ronald L. Slice (3.62), Convention were formulated.
EE major from Colombia; John
Dave Jeter and Robert Clark
C. Baumbush (3.65), Ch.E. were elected official delegates to
major from New York, New the convention which will be
York; Jere A. Brittain (3.70), held at the University of WisAg.E. major from Hose Shoe, consin on Nov. 13 through 15.
N. C; Frank E. Huntsinger It was also decided that the new
(3.64), Ch.E. major from An- members in the organization will
derson; Henry R. Savage, a undergo initiation Oct. 29 through
transfer student from Wake Nov. 5.

Interview Schedule
MONDAY, OCT. 20
Texas Company—A & S, Chem, Engrs, Phys & Others
Duquesne Light Company—Chem, ChEn, EE & ME
TUESDAY, OCT. 21
Texas Company—A & S, Chem, Engrs, Phys & Others
Chrysler Corp. (Huntsville, Ala.)—CE, EE, IE, ME & Phys.
Martin Company (Orlando, Fla.)—EE, ME & Phys.
MONDAY, OCT. 27
Bureau of Ships, Department of Navy—CE, EE, & ME
Palmetto Service Corp. (Deering Milliken)—All Grads
TUESDAY, OCT. 28
Army Engrs—South Atlantic Division—CE, EE & ME
Lockheed Aircraft—Ga. Div.—CE, EE, ME, Math & Phys.
Palmetto Service Corp. (Deering Milliken)—All Grads
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 29
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—Chem, Engrs & Phys.
Cutler-Hammer Incorporated—EE, IE & ME
Palmetto Service Corp. (Deering Milliken)—All Grads.
THURSDAY, OCT. 30
Johnson Service Company—EE, IE & ME
FRIDAY, OCT. 31
Celanese Corp. of American—ChEn & ME

IM Auxiliary Elects Officers
The Industrial Management Auxiliary at Clemson College has recently announced the election of its
forthcoming officers for the year
1958-59.
The auxiliary has elected as its
president Mrs. W. G. Kay Jr., of
Estill. As its vice-president, the
auxiliary elected Mrs. F. W. Munn
of Rock Hill. Mrs. R. C. Jones of
Laurens and Mrs. W. R. Marsh of
Central were elected secretary and
treasurer, respectively.
The auxiliary, organized last
spring, seeks "to prepare each
member for her role as the wife
of a man in industry." This prep-

aration is brought about through
lectures and demonstrations to the
auxiliary's present thirty-one members. This organization meets on
the first Thursday of each month
at the Clemson House.
The industrial management department, headed by Dr. W. D.
Trevillian, has the largest departmental enrollment at Clemson College.
The auxiliary has also announced that its social scheduled for
Friday night has been changed
to Saturday at the "Y" cabin at
6:30 p. m. All members and prospective new members and their
families are invited to attend.

Tweed Paints Paris Orange
Paris, France—(Special to TIGER) Via trans-Atlantic telephone
the TIGER received this account
of fabulous Fred Tweed's adventures as he continues on his trip
around the world. This up-to the
minute account was given to us by
Prince Rodolfo of Baroda.
Tweed was indisposed at the
time due to a champagne testing
tour of the city's wine district.
Tweed and the Prince arrived in
Paris on Monday of this week.
They were taken across the English Channel by the United States
atomic sub in that area.
While Tweed and the Prince
were searching for some new
paintings by the French modern
painters, they stopped to watch
the boati on the Seine. As they
stood there looking into the
water, none other than the sensational KB appeared. Naturally she attracted a rather large
crowd of admirers who forced
her to close to the edge of the

river and she fell Into the Seine.
Tweed immediately leaped in to
rescue her. Since Fred is such a
powerful swimmer, he had little
difficulty in getting BB to shore
quickly. This made Tweed and the
Prince the heros of Paris, a city
that loves heros as much as their
fine wines. BB's mistress dried
BB's curly purple hair rapidly and
offered the adventurers a generous
reward.
Quite naturally Tweed refused
the reward politely. If you are
confused, BB is the French version of America's Lassie.
The Premier did give Tweed
the key to the city, and you well
know that gay Paree is some city
to which to have the key. The
Prince and Tweed toured the town.
They visited the Left Bank and
the Right Bank and formed a new
section, the Middle Bank.
They bought 69 paintings valued at 96,000,000 dollars and then
bought a hotel that they named

Campus Events
the church was served in Canterbury's patio.
Apart from the usual intermission party held on dance weekends
in the Canterbury Room, there will
be a picnic following the Homecoming dances on Nov. 2. Plans
for this picnic were announced
last night by Tim Trively, who has
undertaken their preparation.
The Tigerama skit to be presented by Clemson Canterbury has
been drafted by writer-producerdirector George Foxworth and
DATA SHEETS
Seniors are reminded by Robin practices on the skit will shortly
Berry to bring their data sheets take place.
up to date immediately. These
FROSH Y COUNCIL
data sheets are in the Taps office.
Among the highlights of the
If these sheets are not brought up
to date, the Taps will run the acti- Freshman Y Council meeting held
last Thursday night were the elecvities information as it stands.
Robin Berry, classes editor has tion of officers for the coming
urged seniors to correct these data semester and the adoption of an
George
sheets in order for the Taps to organizational project.
publish their activities correctly. Wise had the devotions and used
The offices will be open Monday as his theme "The Golden Rule."
Allan Celeveland was elected
and Tuesday afternoon, at night
from 6-9 before the holidays and president; Frank McGee, viceon Monday through Wednesday president; Nancy Edwards, secreduring the same hours after State tary; Billy Freeman, treasurer;
Billy Carson, reporter, and Lou
Fair holidays.
Chrlstenbury, chaplain. The constitution of the Freshman Council
FINANCE WORKSHOP
Dr. Hugh H. Macaulay, Jr., as- was adopted, and the members
sociate professor of social science voted to sell Christmas cards as a
at Clemson, participated in the project to raise money.
The next meeting will be held at
first meeting of the Public Finance Seminar Workshop program 5:30 at the Y cabin on the Seneca
at Columbia University last Mon- River. The purpose of this meetday. He completed graduate work ing is to install officers.
in the finance field last year at
YMCA RETREAT
Columbia.
There is still room for those stuThe workshop series of 14 meetings, sponsored by the Ford dents who wish to attend the
Foundation, assists and guides YMCA Fall Retreat at Camp Long
graduate students of public finance this week-end. Anyone interested
in research and dissertation writ- in aUcmJing "tnls camp contact
ing. The one-day conferences will Charlie Spencer at the YMCA at
be held regularly throughout the 7 p.m. tonight. All students who
academic year in the department have already signed up to go are
requested to attend the important
of economics at the university.
meeting at the YMCA at 7 p.m.
CANTERBURY
_
NUMERAL SOCIETY
Rudy Jones, Clemson CanterThe Numeral Society will hold
bury's Junior Warden, has announced that the program follow- a special meeting tonight at 7 p.m.
ing State Fair holidays wil involve in room 118 Chemistry Building.
the discussion by buzz groups of Work schedules planned for home"Who is my Neighbor?" The pro- coming activities will be made at
gram is among Canterbury's series this meeting.
for this semester on the topic
IM AUXILIARY
"Your place in Space."
Last night was the date set by The Industrial Management
the National Canterbury Associa- Auxiliary is having a weiner roast
tion for a corporate communion of in the "Y" Cabin Saturday, Oct.
university people, including stu- 18, at 6:30 p.m. All members of
dents, faculty members and ad- the auxiliary and their families
ministration personnel. After the are invited to attend. Also anyone
evening communion service, a interested in joining the auxiliary
cook-out prepared by the men of is invited.
SAGE CLUB
The Hon. William Jennings Bryan Dorn will speak to the Sage
Club at a dinner held in the Clemson House on Nov. 4 at 6:30 p.m.
Non-members wishing to attend
the meeting, open to the public,
please notify Col. George Douglass, Dr. Jim Miles or Mr. R. H.
Bennett if they wish to attend.
The price of the meal is approximately $1.50.

Do You Think for Yourself ?('^zw$&t*).
D-n
□
on
Do you often dislike doing favors for
others, even though you tell yourself
you enjoy it?

Do you refuse to worry about things
you can't do anything about?

Would you be completely at ease if
you found yourself suddenly in the
spotlight at a social gathering?

Can you compete with another person ves
without feeling hostile?

VE8

Do you ever say things you don't;
believe, just to start a discussion?

VE8

ves

□•»□

the Tllton Paris. Noting that
the Eiffel Tower was becoming
rusty Tweed hired 20 men to
paint it purple and orange.
After the Eiffel Tower was
painted, the Arch de Thrlompe
looked very drab. Tweed solved
this situation by flying a tremendous Confederate flag from the
top. Fred then convinced 50
beauty queens that they should
enroll at Clemson and major in
comparative vetebrate anatomy.
Later that night Tweed signed
up three acts from the FolliesBegier for the Junior Follies at
Clemson this year. Fred had
planned to secure a vote of confidence from the French and
present a new constitution but
abandoned the idea and returned to the Follies another night.
Next week fabulous Tweed hopes
to be at the Riveria or in that
general area. The TIGER will
have another report where ever
Tweed does go however.

ry
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VESPERS
Vespers will be held in the
YMCA Sunday night at 6:30 p.m.
This week the program will be an
informal report on Camp Long
and some slides showing the recent Canadian trip made by some
of the Cabinet members. All students are urged to attend.
ASCE AUXILIARY
The ASCE Auxiliary will meet
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Civil
Engineering Study Room in the
Structural Science Building. New
members to the Auxiliary will be
welcomed at this time, and refreshments will be served.
The ASCE Auxiliary was formed
last spring. The purpose of this
organization is to try to help the
wives of civil engineers to understand the profession of their husbands. Although the membership
is limited to wives of members of
ASCE, all wives of Civil Engineering students are cordially invited
to attend the meetings for which
speakers have been secured.
In addition, the members plan
to assist with some of the ASCE
projects. The Auxiliary plans to
help with the "drop-in" for old
grads planned for the Homecoming
weekend.
The President of the Auxiliary
is Sue Reel, with Kitty McDaniel
as secretary-treasurer. Mrs. Polly
Lowry is the sponsor.
FALL FESTIVAL
The First Fall Festival is to be
held Saturday, from 5:30 ma^lUl
9:30 p.m. on the grounds of St.
Andrew's Church in Clemson.
Committees are completing last
minute preparations for the festival.
Among the various booths will
be a bakery booth where patrons
may purchase desserts and other
baked goods for the weekend. Also there is a gift and handicraft
booth to enable people to conveniently do their Christmas shopping
early. A refreshment stand will be
open to serve the public sandwiches, hot dogs, coffee and cold drinks.
The highlight of the festival
will be the drawing for the Hi-Fi
Console Set which is to be given
away.

Clemson Men
For Your

CLOTHING
NEEDS
New Arrivals
— In —

When you're very hungry, do you like
to try out strange foods?

ws

iTH M_ f~~l
I |
I (

• Suits
• Short Coats

Would you vote for establishing an
international language other
than English?

VES

D-D

Do you enjoy being called upon as an YES IT NO ["""1
umpire to settle disputes?
I I
I |

• Sweaters
• Shorts

The Man Who Thinks for Himself,

Knows...

ONLY VICEROY HAS A
THINKING MAN'S FILTER
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

Now answer this one: Do you really think about
the filter cigarette you choose? YES
NO
„
If your answer is "Yes"... well, you're the kind
of person who thinks for himself. You can be
depended on to use judgment in everything you do.
The fact is, men and women who really think for
themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know for a fact that
only VICEROY—no other cigarette—has a
thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.
YES TO 6 OF
THESE QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON1
WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!

•IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED

«1956. Brown* Will Umsoa Tobacco Corp.

• Shirts
• Slacks
• Rain Coats
• Top Coats
• Matching Tie
and Belt Sets

-flBBOttS
MEMS

SHOP

Clemson-Seneca
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Complete Frosh Officer Elections

termed by Luther Bigby, election Committee
chairman as a poor turnout, Bill Schachte was
named president, Oscar Calhoun vice president
and Hugh Folk treasurer. (See Story on page
1.) (TIGER photo by Bill Johnson.)

Frank Sutherland and Henry Adams of Student
Government's Election Committee pass out a
ballot and check off freshman voter Jerry Stafford as two other "rats" prepare to vote in Tuesday's runoff election for freshman president,
vice president and treasurer. In what was

IDC Questions Answered On WSBF
dorms is not the most desirable,
By BILL HILL
it can be overcome through coTIGER News Editor
Last Tuesday night, Station operation and patience."
A plan advanced by Dr. BurtWSBF held a panel discussion
on the pending issue of IDC. ner as to the physical set-up of
Members of the panel included the IDC halls calls for the presWalter Cox, Dean of Student Af- ent sections to be divided vertifairs, Dr. Frank Burtner, profes- cally. For example, one half of
sor of sociology and Joe Fox, present halls A-6, A-7, A-8 and
president of the student body. A-9 would be combined to form
Dan Richards, program director one IDC hall while the other half
for WSBF served as panel mode- would form another.
This would give each IDC hall
rator.
The program took the form of a different entrance; also the
Questions which have been most dormitory set-up seems to dictate
frequently raised by students this system. Since all of the presconcerning IDC and the answers ent sections except "A" have five
to the same by members of the halls it would be impossible to
panel. Important points covered use a horizontal system and still
included: the purpose of IDC, the have the IDC halls equal and
advantages and disadvantages, somewhat separate.
Should the vertical plan be
the physical set up of the dorms,
the effect of IDC on present approved by student governorganizations and the possibility ment, there are not plans for
of fraternities, and when the partitions between the IDC halls
system will take effect if voted in the same section due to the
high cost of construction and
In.
the inconvenience caused.
While speaking of the purpose of IDC, Dr. Burtner asWhen questioned as to the posserted "IDC will provide small sibility of IDC taking the place
units which can be formed on of or prolonging the coming of
a competitive basis."
fraternities, to Clemson, the paDr. Burtner stated at pres- nel gave the following answer:
ent he could see no serious "The IDC has nothing to do with
disadvantages with IDC; in- fraternities or with taking the
stead, he views IDC "as a place of them. Should Clemson
framework within which nu- get fraternities in the future,
merous activities may fit. IDC will continue for IDC is for
should serious disadvantages the dormitory students." The
general consensus of opinion was
arise_at some future date, re
"arrangements andadjuitnie^sy"tliar~lr~iBe
cooperation, is a success, it will
can be made."
All members of the panel hasten the coming of fraternities.
agreed that the biggest problem
IDC, according to the panel,
facing IDC now is the present will go into effect as soon as the
dorms are not designed for sepa- student government can get the
rate dorm living as prescribed physical set-up in order and ofby IDC. President Fox said, ficers for the IDC halls elected.
"While the physical set-up of the
The panel reminded all that

WSBF Program Schedule
6 P.M. OCT. 16 TO 6 P.M. OCT 23
600 On Your Dial
1:00
1:15
3:00
5:00
6:00
6:05
7:00
7:40
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
11:00
11:10
12:00

Thursday

Friday

WSBF News
600 Club
Melody M.
Vespers
E Murrow
Melody
Concert
Hall
Serenade
CBS News
Dreaming
CBS News

WSBF News
600 Club
Melody M.
Turntable
Vespers
Show
E Murrow
Turntable
Melody
Show
Sounds of
Turntable
20th Cen.
Swinging
Easy
Serenade
CBS News
CBS News
Dreaming
Dreaming
CBS News
CBS News
Tuesday
Wednesday

Monday
1:00
1:15
3:00
5:00
6:00
6^05
7:00
7:40
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
11:00
11:10
12:00

Thursday, October i.

THE TIGER—"He Roar? For Clemson A & M"

Saturday

WSBF News WSBF News
600 Club
600 Club
Melody M.
Melody M.
Vespers
Vespers
E Murrow
E Murrow
Downbeat
Downbeat
Concert
To Be
Announced Hall
Serenade
Serenade
CBS News
CBS News
Dreaming
Dreaming
CBS News
CBS News

Sunday
Calvacade
Of Music
Allegro
Down to earth
Twilight
Time
Sunday
Night
Music
Hall
Sunday
Night
Serenade
CBS News
Dreaming
CBS News

WATCHES

PRINCESS
DINNER

Elizabeth Booker, a Clemson
junior architecture student, was
recently elected president of
Theta Tau Kappa for 1958-1959
Also elected were Margaret
Fowler as vice-president, Debby
Waite as secretary; Lu Christenberry as treasurer and Liz Cole
as reporter. The club advisor is
Mrs. Vance Loy, an instructor of
mathematics.
^_
The" purpose TjfTne club'Ts To"
enable the co-eds of Clemson to
be more active in student affairs.
Now in its third year, Theta
Tau Kappa attempts to increase

the enrolment of women in the
college and promote qualities
that are characteristic of the best
type of adult.
For the freshmen co-eds this
is "Rat Week." For one week
only they will wear rat-hats,
carry a box of favors and wear
a sign reading "I am a Rat"
around their necks.
In an effort to take a more
actlve"part In student affairs, the
sorority is preparing a skit for
Tigerama. This skit features a
classroom scene and is reportedly coming along quite well.

CUBS
(Continued from Page 4)
half time by a 14-6 margin.
Following the half, the Cubs,
although faltering on the first
series of
plays,
followed
Smith's directions along with
the power driving of fullback
Ron Scrudato and Coleman in
going to the Wake 22. Then off
tackle went halfback Melvin
Emory for a brilliant touchdown run.
With the fine passing and running of Wake quarterback Mike
Ogborne the Deacs drove to the
Cub two midway in the last period.

8:15—N.T.M.S., Skit 9
8:30—Student Wives, Skit 10
8:45—"Coffee Break"
9:00—Numeral Society, Skit 11
9:15—Block "C," Skit 12
9:30—Tiger Tones Quartet, Skit
13
9:45—Arnold Air Society, Skit 14
10:00—American
Institute
of
Architects, Skit 15
10:15—"Coffee Break"
The Pre-Tigerama, setting the
Any skit which is late that night 10:30—Robert Rhett, Skit 16
mood, will begin at 6:45 p.m.
will be rescheduled after 11:00." 10:45—Walter Phillips, Skit 17
Tigerama is scheduled for 7:30
The following is a list of the 11:00—Any skit(s) which were
p.m.
late
times that each club will begin
The eight skits which will make its skit on the stage that night,
up the final show will be selected (all clubs are asked to report 15
by co-directors Ronnie Ellis and minutes early):
Bill Hill, Ken and Wallace Lott, 6:00—Pershing Rifles, Skit 6
production supervisor.
6:15—Theta Tau Kappa, Skit 7
Holidays for the Carolina-Clem6:30—Alpha Phi Omega, Skit 2
Ken gave the following instrucson Big Thursday game will begin
6:45—Canterbury Club, Skit 3
tions to the organizational repnoon Wednesday. Thursday, Friresentatives:
All skits must
7:00—Nu Epsilon, Skit 4
day, and Saturday classes will meet
have with them that night their
next week on Monday, Tuesday and
7:15—"Coffee Break"
completed script; three lists of
Wednesday; this will enable all
7:30—YMCA
Cabinet,
Skit
5
their props, technical directions,
students to arrive in Columbia In
7:45—Baptist Student Union,
and stage floor plan; their tape
time for the freshmen game WedSkit
7
recorded script; and any props,
nesday night, according to Dean
costumes, etc., which they may
8:00—Foreign Students Associa- Walter Cox.
have at the time of the tryouts.
tion, Skit 8
Classes before Thanksgiving
holidays will meet as usual on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
This year students will not be dismissed at noon on Wednesday but
will be required to attend their
Wednesday afternoon classes.
The reason for this change is
that the students have been missimportant afternoon labs and
Nineteen new pledges were added to the pledge list ing
classes which they need, Mr. Cox
of Numeral Society at its meeting last week. New can- said.

Ken Powers, skit chairman of Tigerama, recently announced at a meeting with organizational skit committee
heads plans for skit tryouts. They are to be held the night
of Oct. 20 in the Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Of the seevnteen skits which have entered, eight will
be selected for the actual production, said Mr. Powers.
Others will be lined up for presentation in the Pre-Tigerama, designed to enterttain early arrivals "while they wait."

State Fair Holidays.
Begin 12 Wednesday

New Pledges For
Numeral Society

didates join 13 others which were retained from the previous list.
The new pledges are Ted Davenport, Jerry Fuller, Phil Powell, Jim
Daniels, Jim Creel, Clinton Baker,
Bob Blease,
Cliff McLaurin,
George Usry, Bill Mathis, Rick
Ivester, Jim Harwick, Jim Bosley,
Kemp Mooney, Aubrey McDonald,
Joe Fox, Nat Whitlow, Angus McGregor and Richard Shick.
Those pledges retained are Allen Wood, Bob Burns, Teddy
Crouch, Dave Jeter, Bobby Doyan,
David Poole, Ansley Crouch, Dave
Canmon, Lee Clyburn, Robin
Jones, Dick Neel and Bill McCowan.
The pledge program consists of
On the next play Ogborne went
over for the score. His pass to
Holland put the Baby Deacons only
six points behind.
With time running out the desperate Deacs went to the air in hopes
of a comeback. However, all the
Deac hopes were toppled as Scrudato intercepted an Ogborne pass
and raced 30 yards for the Cubs
tally. Smith passed to Barnes on
the extra point and the Cubs climaxed their second victory.
Clemson
8 6 8 8—30
Wake Forest
6 0 0 8—14

participation in club projects and
activities. Pledge classes in the
purpose, organization and programs will be given prior to election as members.

BLOCK "C"
INITIATION
The Block "C" Club is holding
its annual fall initiation this week
as ten Cubs are being inducted into the letter club. The newcomers
are Bailey Hendley, Ed Lakey, and
Zack Burnette via baseball; Bobby Lynn and Bill Cooper, tennis;
Bob Erwin and Dan Chapman,
track; Burnham Uhler and Mac
Long, golf; and Lou Cordileone,
football.
The Cubs are required to carry
their paddles and boxes of candy
around the campus this week,
and bend when a senior member
requests it. The Cubs will fulfill
another obligation of becoming
a new member Homecoming
week-end when they put on a
skit at Tigerama sponsored by
the Block "C" Club.
This week's activity terminates,
however, with the formal initiation
on Friday evening, when the new
members are officially received
into the club.

What a head start for your career!

RECORDS

WIN YOUR SHARE OF
$160,000.00

AND

IN STOCKS
AND BONDS

BY

WSBF News
600 Club
Melody M.
Vespers
I
E Murrow
Downbeat .
Concert
Hall
Serenade
CBS News
Dreaming
CBS News

For EVERY OCCASION
SOLITAIRES

Theta Tau Kappa Announces Newly
Elected Officers, Plans For Tigerama Skit

Skit Tryout Schedule Is
Announced By Chairman

Thursday

GIVE JEWELRY
DIAMONDS

since IDC is in an organizational
stage, there can be no mass turn
over of students to the halls of
their choice; however, this condition will straighten out itself
in time.
Dean Cox and Dr. Burtner
made the following closing remarks: Dean Cox, "IDC, if organized, is going to bolster
every phase of student life.
Anytime students get together
in a united effort, whether
that be a social, intra-mural,
or what have you, the result
will be mighty fine." Dr. Burtner; "IDC is not designed to
displace, replace, or to compete with anything. It is simply an answer to satisfy a basic
student need, that of some basis for student organization."

RESOLUTION PASSSED BY THE GAMECOCK
OFFICERS ON OCTOBER 11, 1958
WHEREAS, certain representatives of a tattered gossip sheet published at an obscure, little-known college located in the darkest inner recesses of Pickens County have
deemed themselves worthy of challenging the distinguished intelligentsia who edit that world renown "New York
Times-of-the-College-World" which has been titled "The
Gamecock" to a contest designed to humiliate the losers
of a certain yearly invasion of forest creatures, and
WHEREAS, said intelligentsia, knowing full well that
the Noble Warriors who represent the world's center of
culture and learning located in the Gem of the Carolinas,
Columbia, are certain to emerge victorious and unscathed
from a battle with representatives of the cowherds and
cowherdesses whom it is rumored attend the aforesaid obscure college, and
WHEREAS, the leaders of the aforesaid Noble Warriors, Chief of Staff Enright and Field Marshall Giese,
have arranged with the barbarian leader of the denizens,
"Attila" Howard, that the skirmish shall take place during carnival season at the arena belonging to the Noble
Warriors, assuring familiarity with the terrain, and
WHEREAS, the horde of denizens seems determined
to sweep the entire civilized world before it and convert
all persons to cowherding, the Noble Warriors have realized that they must stand like Horatius at the bridge and
crush these creatures of the jungle lest all sweetness and
light be endangered,
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that we,
the undersigned, shall be happy to meet the aforesaid
representatives of the aforesaid gossip sheet at the Wade
Hampton Coffee Shop immediately following the rout
of the creatures by the Noble Warriors and we shall be
happy to allow these representatives to consume what
they vainly term an editorial page, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should the Noble
Warriors be driven from the field of battle by the creatures through some exercise of voodoo, black magic, and/
or witchcraft, we, the undersigned, shall consume the contents of our own brilliant editorial page, ordinarily a
tasty dish which is consumed at regular intervals by all the
world's foremost gourmets. But we, the undersigned,
should very'likely not enjoy this famous delicacy. There
would very likely be weeping and wailing and gnashing
of teeth for civilization shall verily be at an end. Cowherding would be our only future. Alas, a terrible fate!
Scott Cain, Editor
Billy Mishoe, Managing Editor
Jim Herring, Business Manager
Gerald Floyd, Asst. Managing Editor

HAMILTON
ELGIN
BULOVA
WADSWORTH

Pearl Rings, Bracelets, Necklaces, Earrings

As We See It
This year as in the past the
subject of the many bull sessions around the campuses of
Clemson College and the University of South Carolina is the
game. These discussions usually end in an argument over
the score. The sports staff of
The TIGER got together and
predicted the score of the game.
To start the discussion and
make it lively why not discuss
the sports staff's score:
CLEMSON
22
Carolina
7
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Terms
Available

Complete Selection of Records
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Buy a Remington
i — double your prize
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
Remington Rollectric®
i > Only shaver with Roller Combs
i > Largest live shaving area of
i any electric shaver
i i Man-sized
head has 6 diamondi honed cutters
i > Shaves both heavy beard and
i Hidden Beard: whisker bases
i below ordinary shaving level
i • Gives fastest shave known
i Works on AC or DC (110V)'
i •» America's
most popular shaver
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

ALL SPEEDS

Sterling and Plated Holloware
"The Country Gentleman's Jeweler"

JOHN B. LEE

CLEMSON JEWELERS

"FOR MUSIC
ANDERSON
-:GREENWOOD

Here is your chance to win up to $50,000 in stocks and bonds ... a share in America's
prosperous future. There are a total of 408 big prizes ... $160,000 worth.

(WITH
BONUS)

STOCKS OR
BONDS WORTH

1 st Prize

$25,000

$50,000

2nd Prize

$15,000

$30,000

3rd Prize

$ 5,000

$10,000

4-8th Prize $ 1,000

$ 2,000

Next 400

$

EASY! Read about Remington's great
exclusive advantages — then tell us in 25
words or less, why you think a Remington
Electric Shaver is an ideal gift!
Get your entry blank today! At any
Drug, Department, Jewelry, Appliance
store, or Remington Service Center.
•In U. S. Savings Bonds at maturity value.

$

100*

200*

Contest is subject to federal, state and local regulations.
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SwBcr i -from Hots
•to Snow Fresh KODL

Nothing to buy to win. Just tell us why you think
a Remington Electric Shaver is an ideal gift.
WIN! WIN! Prizes doubled-if you buy a Remington shaver between Oct. 13 and Nov. 26
and show on the entry blank the warranty number and dealer's name and address.
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RemingtonAuio-HomeRollecirie*
• Every feature of Remington
Rollectric plus ...
Dual-volt convenience! It goes
where you go — homes, planes,
boats, hotels, motels and trains
Works from a car's lighter
receptacle as well as any AC
or DC wall socket
Available in 12 and 110 volt
or 6 and 110 volt combinations.
No switch or extra cord needed!
The Mark XII. Handsome consolette Stereo-Orthophonic High Fidelity "Victrola."® Plays all recordsnew stereo and standard monaural.1
2-in-l amplifier. 3 speakers, living
Stereo" pickup. Auxiliary speaker
(SHS12 shown), or speaker in yourTV or radio completes stereo system.}

■>ii

Remington Princess
Designed especially for women
Petite—yet has 4 times as much
shaving area as any other ladies'
shaving implement
Only ladies' beauty shaver with
Guard Comb protection!
No "wrong side" to make you
switch sides for legs or underarms, as with "1-way" shavers
> So safe it can't chafe! You can
use a deodorant immediately.

PRODUCTS OF IRemhtatan Hast* Electric Shaver. DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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